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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Many teaching practitioners face challenges teaching sufficient academic English
to non-native speakers who begin learning it in high school and hope to graduate from
post-secondary institutions. As a high school teacher of English to speakers of other
languages (ESOL) since 2007, I have struggled to accelerate student acquisition of
academic English necessary to compose and comprehend expository text and to prepare
for post-secondary education. I work in a high school for teen and young adult refugees
and immigrants who often come with limited or no first-language literacy.
Despite high motivation, many face low odds of learning sufficient English to
pass graduation tests in reading and writing, or enough proficiency to gain admission to
college. As they attempt to read grade-level social studies, science and math textbooks,
they often skim for a few scant words they might recognize. Very often on assignments,
they copy phrases or entire sentences from the books or the Internet, lacking confidence,
knowledge or skill to write comprehensible paragraphs or even complete sentences. Far
before most are ready, such students take state and college-placement reading tests
requiring them to read from many genres and write well-composed narrative and
expository essays.
As a teacher, I have found it difficult to prioritize the myriad of goals I have for
my students of many levels in classes emphasizing reading and composition. Non-native

speakers need much knowledge of the language in order to read and write well. This
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includes linguistic (Bernhardt & Kamil, 1995) and grammatical knowledge (Grabe, 2004;
Koda, 1993) and knowledge of between 95 and 98 percent of vocabulary (Nation, 2006)
to accurately comprehend text.
Beyond those elements, teaching rhetorical patterns common in academic
nonfiction has posed more of a challenge for me. To comprehend and write academic
nonfiction, students must learn how to recognize and use rhetorical structures and
cohesive devices that help to organize text. In my experience, students have had great
difficulty here. Typically, a majority of even the most advanced students have lacked
some of the most fundamental vocabulary and grammar I assumed they acquired from
prior courses. Likewise, the texts I’ve used in reading and composition often seemed to
assume that students had already learned considerable vocabulary, grammar and sentence
structure using subordinators and coordinators.
Instructors need to determine the most effective teaching methods to maximize
academic reading and writing development, particularly for students who begin learning
English at the secondary or post-secondary level. To accomplish this, instructors must
go beyond teaching vocabulary, grammar, syntax, and other linguistic features as
isolated aspects of English. We must teach these overlapping aspects of language within
the framework of an optimal scope and sequence.
ESOL Texts
During my first few years of teaching, I relied on ESOL texts that were selected
by the school district where I worked. Each text seemed to have one particular focus, on
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grammar, reading, writing or literature, with little overlap. While the texts had strengths
in some areas, I found myself wondering about possible gaps. I also grappled with how
to best support ESOL students not only in their English classes, but also in reading
academic texts required for other content areas.
A reading text I used in ESOL reading classes aimed to teach common “patterns
of organization” in paragraphs such as listing or chronological order, cause and effect,
and compare and contrast (Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2009). The students identified these
patterns by recognizing “signal words” and phrases such as however, although, results,
causes, due to that appeared in the paragraphs and indicate these patterns. For example,
the text includes for the causal pattern conjunctions because or since, adverbial phrases
due to or as a result of, and the verbs cause or produce. It does not include definitions
or parts of speech for these words, or exercises to teach their use at the sentence level.
With this approach, my intermediate students had particular difficulty
comprehending words such as however and although, which are less common in speech
than print. I had mistakenly assumed they would know the meanings of these
words. Usually they didn’t, or if any past teachers had taught them, they had
forgotten. In addition, students sometimes developed misconceptions that these
signaling devices always indicated a certain pattern. For example, some thought the
appearance of first or second meant the paragraph was organized chronologically, when
these words only helped structure individual sentences.
One writing text I used did teach students to recognize and write compound and
complex sentences using coordinate and subordinate conjunctions (Oshima & Hogue,

2006). This seemed useful, but surprising to find in a writing text. The grammar text
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selected for the school district focused heavily on a multitude of English verb tenses
(Elbaum, 2005; Foley & Neblett, 1998), but had little or no material on subordinate
conjunctions such as although or adverbs such as however. Other grammar texts touched
on the use of although, but left out however (Azar, 1992; Bland, 2003).
Yet these words are listed often in reading or composition texts as signaling a
common organizational pattern of comparison and contrast. Other patterns frequently
described include listing and time order (Burke, 2002; Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2009) or
chronological (Hogue, 2006), and cause and effect (Kirszner & Mandell, 2010; Oshima
& Hogue, 2006). Several additional patterns exist but will not be described in this
study. While the texts use various instructional methods, the reading texts focus
primarily on recognizing such patterns in paragraphs (Burke, 2002; Mikulecky & Jeffries,
2009) and essays (Kirszner & Mandell, 2010), while the composition texts generally
instruct students to use these patterns and relevant signal devices in writing essays
(Oshima & Hogue, 2006; Ruetten & Pavlik, 2012). These devices link ideas across
various levels of text and shape structural patterns in discourse (Hoey, 2001).
Discourse Patterns
The term discourse has been defined in many ways (Schiffrin, 94). For example,
there are many different patterns of language use in written and oral communication.
Typical vocabulary, grammar and sentence structure can differ dramatically depending
on the communicative purpose of informal or conversation, personal or published text
(Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999). Obviously texts on science, math,

and social studies will employ different structures than a conversation about pop music,
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for example. This study will focus on the discourse of academic prose, and will not
address conversational speech. It is important that non-native speaking students learn
about the discourse structure of academic prose, relevant grammatical features and
vocabulary, which can differ markedly from those of conversational speech.
Several researchers stress the importance of using knowledge of discourse
analysis in teaching (Conrad, 1999; Conrad, 2000), and say language learners may have
tremendous difficulty recognizing text structure or composing academic prose without
understanding specific linguistic and grammatical features that help to organize the text
(Olshtain & Celce-Murcia, 2001). Yet many ESOL texts may not reflect relevant
discourse analysis and corpus research, and risk providing misleading
information (Conrad, 2004; Liu, 2008). In my own teaching experience, I rely on ESOL
and other instructional texts to help plan curriculum and to share material with
students. Students are slower to acquire terminology, vocabulary and grammar more
common in academic nonfiction than speech. Instructional texts of grammar, reading and
composition should accurately reflect research in these areas, and help adequately teach
students to recognize the structure of expository academic text.
Nonfiction Text Structure
Although this study focuses on expository prose in academic texts, it is important
to consider how strategies for reading nonfiction differ from those for fiction. Knowledge
of text structure and rhetorical patterns are important in reading comprehension (Dickson,
Simmons, & Kameenui, 1995; Grabe, 2004; Koda, 2005; Murray, 1995; Sharp, 2004) and
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in writing for academic purposes (Carson, 2001; Grabe, 2001; Leki, 1991; Panetta, 2001).
Students who are familiar with various types of text structure more readily comprehend
and recall information and ideas from the text (Dickson, et al., 1995). Some studies have
shown that expository texts are more difficult to process than narrative texts (Dickson, et
al., 1995), possibly because of greater density (Grabe, 2004) and more complex structure
(Feng, 2011). Students often know more about the features of narrative than expository
text (Koda, 2005).
Teaching students the patterns of organization common in academic nonfiction
poses challenges as they encounter unfamiliar vocabulary, grammar and conceptual
relationships. Written texts vary considerably in structure and language use depending on
genre. A mathematical text, for example, is often laden with definitions and procedures
for solving problems. A scientific text may use a classification pattern of organization to
describe the characteristics of various species. History often recounts in chronological
order the events of the past, or may describe the causes of a war. An economics text
might compare and contrast political systems such as communism and capitalism. Such
patterns use words and phrases to indicate to the reader these semantic and conceptual
relationships.
Logical Connectives
Words and phrases that convey such semantic relationships operate as cohesive
devices and textual signals. In a seminal and often cited work, Halliday & Hasan
described these words and phrases as conjunctive elements that make explicit the
semantic relationships between clauses, sentences, and the larger text level (1976). They

described four general classes of such conjunctive relations: additive, sequential (or
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temporal), causal and adversative. Additive connectives include such words as first,
second and next; sequential or temporal would mean time order words. Causal signal
devices show a relationship between cause and effect, and include words and phrases
such as as a result of, because, and so on. Finally, adversative signal devices such as
however or on the other hand indicate a contrast or comparison.
These words and phrases serve as signals that build coherence in text and help the
reader build more global comprehension (Grabe, 2004). Knowledge of such signals can
improve both reading comprehension (Koda, 2004) and writing composition (Grabe,
2001; Leki, 1991; Peacock, 2010) because of the role they play in rhetorical
structure. These signaling devices may take various grammatical forms and can be
difficult to define. While many different terms are used to describe such devices, for
consistency I will use the term logical connectives to mean a signal word or phrase that
connects parts of text in narrative or expository prose. This term was used by Murray
(1995) and referred to in subsequent research (Ozono, 2003; Polanyi, 2008; Pretorius,
2006). Some research has found a strong correlation between L2 knowledge of logical
connectives and reading comprehension, with adversative logical connectives more
difficult (Murray, 1992; Pretorius, 2006). In this study I will refer to language learners as
ESOL students except in the case of cited research that uses the term L2. That adversative
logical connectives are more difficult to process is of particular interest to me since for
my students, words such as however and although have posed most challenge.

Corpus research has revealed usage data for many logical connectives. Several
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analyses have found certain connectives, e.g., however and on the other hand, to be far
more common in academic prose than in spoken speech (Biber, 2006). These analyses
have focused largely on differences in the frequency with which devices such as linking
adverbials (Biber, et al., 1999; Conrad, 1999; Peacock, 2010) and conjunctions (Trebits,
2009) appear across genres such as fiction, textbooks and newspapers. These differences
in frequency are important in teaching reading and writing, as ESOL students are unlikely
to acquire these connective words and phrases through conversation or oral interaction.
Therefore, students need to learn these words or phrases to enable greater comprehension
of academic texts required in high school and college, as well as more productive use of
associated organizational patterns used in expository writing.
Many scholars have suggested that ESOL texts reflect key findings of relevant
corpus research (Barbieri, 2007; Conrad, 1999; Conrad, 2000; Liu, 2008; Mahlberg,
2006). Logical connectives found by corpus analysis to occur frequently in academic
text, particularly designed for high school and college, should be emphasized in ESOL
texts. Those more common in print than speech should receive particular emphasis. It
would also be useful to know how often different types of logical connectives join
various segments of text, across sentence, paragraph and section boundaries, and which
appear most commonly in certain genres of academic nonfiction.
Guiding Questions
This study will focus on how reading and composition texts used in ESOL texts
treat certain logical connectives, and compare these findings to relevant corpus research.

It will also analyze how logical connectives structure academic prose. It will focus on
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adversative logical connectives, which are most difficult for students.
1) How do ESOL instructional texts select and treat logical connectives?
2) What are the findings of corpus research that has analyzed how logical
connectives structure academic text?
3) How do logical connectives actually structure prose in academic textbooks?
Do corpus research and ESOL texts convey this structure in a realistic way?
Role of the Researcher
By examining the way these logical connectives structure prose in two actual
college-level texts, and comparing these results with how logical connectives are
presented in corpus research and instructional ESOL texts, I hope to synthesize the
findings to help improve instruction. The findings could have implications for teaching
in high schools and colleges, as the goal of many ESOL courses at these levels is to
prepare students for the demands of regular college coursework.
Background of the Researcher
I am an ESL teacher with experience and interest in secondary and post-secondary
reading and writing instruction. I have teaching licenses in ESL, Reading, and
Communication Arts and Literature, and have taught ESL reading and composition in
several high schools of the Upper Midwest. Since 2008, I have taught at an urban high
school for newcomers to the United States. The students have included teenaged and
young adult refugees and immigrants from Africa, Asia and Latin America. Their

language and literacy backgrounds vary tremendously. Some students arrive without
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literacy in any language, while others read and competently in one or more languages.
Years ago, I taught math for one year in secondary schools in Cameroon, West
Africa. I also formerly worked as a journalist at a large metropolitan newspaper and
taught several writing-intensive courses in journalism at a state university in Minnesota. I
have an M.A. in Journalism and will soon be completing my M.A. in ESL. Through my
professional and academic background, I have become familiar with many genres of text,
including fiction, academic non-fiction, and literary journalism.
Summary
This study analyzes the use of adversative logical connectives in excerpts of
academic text. It compares how adversative connectives are treated in corpus research
studies and instructional reading and composition texts, particularly those designed for
language learners. Logical connectives are often used as signaling devices to organize
expository prose in academic texts. Understanding the structure of text and patterns of
organization improves student comprehension and writing skills. Acquiring the
vocabulary and grammatical function of logical connectives is important for student
comprehension of academic text and composition for academic purposes.
Chapter Overviews
Chapter One explained the purpose, significance and need for teaching logical
connectives. It introduced theories of logical connectives in linking text and their role in
reading comprehension and composition. It discussed how logical connectives are
portrayed in ESOL texts and analyzed in corpus research. I described my role as both a
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researcher and teacher. Chapter Two presents a review of the literature relevant to logical

connectives, the reading and writing processes, corpus-based research and qualitative text
analysis. Chapter Three describes the research design and methodology of this study.
Chapter Four presents the results. In Chapter Five I discuss and reflect on data collected,
limitations of the study, and the implications and recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
To comprehend and compose academic text, ESOL students must also learn
organizational features of academic discourse that go beyond basic building blocks of
vocabulary and grammar. Some of the organizational patterns most commonly referred
to in ESOL texts include listing or chronological order, cause and effect, comparison
and contrast. For consistency, I will use this terminology throughout this study.
Students learning any language can achieve better global comprehension of central
ideas and concepts in academic nonfiction if taught to recognize these organizational
features of text typical of that language. Likewise, writers familiar with rhetorical
patterns common in that language can produce higher quality academic text.
Logical connectives are words and phrases that can serve as clues to text
structure in reading, and create textual cohesion in writing. Knowledge of these signals
and connectives can help students recognize and replicate common academic rhetorical
structures and patterns of organization. If, for example, a paragraph or essay compares
universities in Italy and Spain, it would likely illustrate similarities and differences
using signal devices such as however, by contrast, differ, similar, likewise. The student
must understand the meaning and grammatical function of these words and phrases to
comprehend not only sentences, but also the organization. In this way, comprehension

takes place at the literal or sentence level, and larger more global level. Likewise,
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students need similar linguistic and grammatical knowledge to produce cohesion in
writing academic prose (Urquhart & Weir, 1998).
Yet reading and writing texts for ESOL students vary considerably in how they
instruct students to recognize or use various organizational patterns. A plethora of
terminology is used for words and phrases that help structure these patterns: transitions,
signal words, connecting words. These cohesive devices are presented for a broad range
of purposes, from reading paragraphs, to writing sentences or composing essays. Some
texts name these phrases according their part of speech: conjunctions, subordinators,
adverbs, while others leave out their syntactic function. Depending on their purpose,
some writing texts use a sentence-level approach to teach the connectives as a
grammatical concept, or to structure essays, while reading texts emphasize their use to
structure paragraphs or essays. Although no textbook can offer an encyclopedic approach
to teaching grammar, writing or reading to ESOL students, the varying approaches lead
to questions. Are most essays or textbooks structured with these patterns, using logical
connectives? To what extent can instructors safely assume that intermediate or advanced
students have proficiency comprehending and writing with these words?
This study compares treatment of adversative logical connectives in ESOL texts
with corpus research, then analyzes use of adversative connectives at the sentence and
paragraph level of nonfiction college-level science and history texts. At least one study
has suggested that ESOL texts need to more accurately reflect findings of corpus
research in this area (Conrad, 2004). Conrad’s study may be the only of its kind (Liu,

2008). This chapter will review research on how reading comprehension and
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composition are affected by vocabulary and grammar knowledge, as well as knowledge
of logical connectives, since ESOL texts vary considerably in how they present logical
connectives. I explore how corpus research on logical connectives may apply to ESOL
texts. Finally, text and discourse analysis may provide insight about how ESOL texts
can most effectively present logical connectives.
Components of Reading Comprehension and Composition
Logical connectives are complex because they link clauses, sentences and broader
sections of text. They cut across many facets of comprehension and composition, from
the bottom-up processing of vocabulary, word recognition and grammar to top-down
understanding of text structure and discourse. These key components of the reading and
writing process are similar (Grabe, 2004; Leki, 1993). One analysis of the particular
variables that affect performance on reading tests identified such discourse features as
topic and text content, text type and genre, and linguistic variables such as syntax,
grammar, lexis, vocabulary, and background knowledge (Feng, 2011). Similar variables
are emphasized in theories of L2 composition (Bliss, 2001; Leki, 1991; Panetta, 2001).
This L2 linguistic knowledge is a strong predictor of L2 reading ability (Bernhardt &
Kamil, 1995) and is important in composing quality academic prose (Olshtain & CelceMurcia, 2001).
Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension
Considerable research shows knowledge of high-frequency vocabulary, including
most logical connectives, is closely linked to reading comprehension. In order to

comprehend a text independently, about 95 to 98 percent of the vocabulary needs to be
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known (Nation, 2006). The most 1,000 frequent English words, which include most
adversative logical connectives such as while, however, although, but, and yet, make up
to 74 percent of printed text and 94 percent of spoken conversation (Nation, 1993). Some
of these adversative devices are more common in print than conversation (Biber, et al.,
1999). However, many ESOL texts do not indicate whether these devices are more
frequent in print or conversation.
In addition, certain high-frequency roots and words contribute more to
comprehension than others, including adversative connectives of academic English. The
General Service List (GSL) contains more than 2,000 of the most frequent English words
and accounts for roughly 80% to 85% of non-academic written texts. The Academic
Word List (AWL) consists of 570 head words found frequently across a wide range of
academic disciplines (Coxhead, 2000), and includes additional adversative connectives
such as contrary, despite, nevertheless, nonetheless, contrast and whereas. Together, the
GSL and AWL provide approximately 90% coverage of most written texts (Sequence
Publishing, 2011). One study found students who learned GSL then AWL vocabulary
increased comprehension of academic text by 10 percent, compared to 4.3 percent for
those who learned the next third 1,000 frequent words not on the AWL (Nation, 2001).
Grammar Knowledge in Reading and Writing
A large base of research points to a strong relationship between ESOL general
grammar knowledge, comprehension and composition (Grabe, 2001; Leki, 1991; Panetta,
2001; Shiotsu & Weir, 2007; van Gelderen, Schoonen, Stoel, de Glopper & Hulstijn,

2007). For example, intensive reading in another language may require analyzing and
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studying a particular grammatical, lexical or syntactic feature (Hafiz & Tudor, as cited by
Alyousef, 2005). Non-native speakers of English need such knowledge to effectively
compose academic prose (Grabe, 2001; Leki, 1991; Panetta, 2001). Some scholars have
compared the relative contribution of grammar, vocabulary and background knowledge
in reading comprehension of language learners (Jung, 2009). One study found that
grammar knowledge outweighed the advantage of background knowledge in reading
comprehension (Barry & Lazarte, as cited by Jung, 2009). Others found that knowledge
of grammar contributed more greatly than vocabulary to reading proficiency (Shiotsu &
Weir, 2007; van Gelderen, et al., 2007). These studies are valuable, but did not
investigate which particular aspects of grammar knowledge had the greatest impact on
comprehension.
The role of grammar in comprehension and composition has also varied over time
in teaching, according to several scholars (Grabe, 2004; Jung, 2009). Research showing
that grammar knowledge affects comprehension did not necessarily result in teaching
more grammar (Grabe, 2004). The relationship of grammar knowledge to reading
proficiency for language learners might have received too little attention because reading
was viewed as a receptive skill requiring primarily vocabulary, background knowledge
and reading strategies (Jung, 2009). In addition, an emphasis on Communicative
Language teaching (CLT) for several decades emphasized macro-language skills with
little attention to grammar (Han & D’Angelo, 2009; Urquhart & Weir, as cited by Jung,
2009).

Some researchers have questioned whether a decades-old emphasis on process
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writing may have de-emphasized contributions of contrastive rhetoric to writing
instruction (Leki, 1991; Panetta, 2001). Contrastive rhetoric looks at interlinguistic
differences in phonology, morphology and grammar, as well as intercultural differences
in genres, discourse organization, rhetorical and syntactic features (Panetta, 2001). Leki
suggested that proponents of the process writing approach might have criticized
contrastive rhetoric as overly prescriptive, as though certain features of grammar and text
could be “absorbed unconsciously” (1991, p. 135). Because rhetorical structures differ
across languages and cultures, it is important to teach ESOL students how common
organizational patterns may vary from those they are acquainted with. English academic
text often uses a “rhetorical ordering,” for example in chronological sequence or a
persuasive structure, which may be unfamiliar to students accustomed to other discourse
patterns (Bliss, 2001, p. 24).
Proficient reading comprehension and composition skill depends to at least some
extent on grammar knowledge of language learners. It is still somewhat unclear, though,
which specific aspects of grammar knowledge may have the greatest impact.
Organizational patterns in text can be complex in terms of linguistic structure.
Clause level reading and writing
One aspect of grammar knowledge of critical importance in reading and writing is
clause level knowledge. More advanced readers process segments of text larger than
individual words. Both L1 and L2 readers use a mental processing procedure that requires
knowledge of L2 syntax and integrates words into larger structures such as phrases,

clauses and sentences that have meaning, according to a review of research (Fender,
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2001). Between one-third and one-half of text is made up of “formulaic sequences,” and
recognizing these sequences speeds processing time for both L1 and L2 readers (Conklin
& Schmitt, 2008). In that study, both L1 and L2 readers read and comprehended these
formulaic sequences, both idiomatic and literal, more quickly than individual words in
other sequences. However, the study did not identify or analyze particular clause types.
The same sort of knowledge of grammar and syntax plays a part in L2 academic
writing. To create cohesion in composition requires writing clauses and phrases with
correct grammar (Carson, 2001). Non-native English speakers need to understand how
the syntactic formation of individual sentences affects the larger text (Panetta, 2001). To
compose text using rhetorical patterns such as chronological order or persuasive structure
in a comprehensible manner, language learners need to know the grammar of
coordination, subordination and superordination (Bliss, 2001). These grammatical or
semantic relationships can be created by many logical connectives. For example, the
adverb however and the subordinate conjunction although contrast ideas spanning various
segments of text.
Logical Connectives
Knowing words in isolation, without recognizing how they are connected, is not
adequate to read and write in another language. Knowledge of cohesive devices is
essential for language learners to comprehend and compose academic English (Mahlberg,
2006). A lack of relevant grammar knowledge can severely impact comprehension of the
main ideas in text (Koda, 2004). Students unfamiliar with logical connectives may

struggle to comprehend how they link portions of text in paragraphs or larger passages
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(Chung, 2000).
A number of recent studies have shown that knowledge of logical connectives
help comprehension of short passages for both native and non-native speakers, primarily
with at least intermediate proficiency (Aidinlou & Pandian, 2011; Degand & Sanders,
2002; Sánchez & García, 2009). One study of native Spanish speakers showed that
logical connectives in text enhanced comprehension (Sánchez & García, 2009). Another
study of undergraduate students found that L2 readers of Dutch and French benefitted
with improved comprehension in 250-word expository texts containing causal linking
devices (Degand & Sanders, 2002). Upper-intermediate ESOL students in Malaysia
showed better comprehension of short expository passages containing a variety of logical
connectives, including however, than when the connectives were removed, leaving only
implied logical relations (Aidinlou & Pandian, 2011). Those studies together imply that
logical connectives can enhance comprehension for intermediate students, but do not
reveal impact for lower-proficiency students.
Studies that focused on lower proficiency levels have shown more mixed results
with comprehension of expository text with various types of logical connectives,
generally showing adversative relations to be more difficult (Goldman & Murray, 1992;
Ozono, 2003). University students with weaker skills had greatest difficulty with
contrastive relations, particularly at global levels for longer passages (Pretorius, 2006).
In that study, 82 health and medical students with varying proficiency levels answered
short and long questions to assess local and global comprehension of causal, contrastive
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and “illustrative” semantic relationships in passages from science texts (Pretorius, 2006,

p. 442). Many instances of adversative relations in the texts occurred at local and global
levels. This permitted measuring comprehension at both levels with a variety of fill-inthe-blank, true or false, multiple-choice and short answer questions where students
explained contrastive arguments in passages. Students with low proficiency struggled
more with global comprehension, and that difficulty diminished across increasing
academic proficiency. Although the purpose of the study was not to analyze text, it did
point out that contrastive relationships occurred at local and global levels in the required
science textbooks.
In composition, several studies have found that non-native English speakers have
difficulty using logical connectives appropriately and effectively. Those unfamiliar with
the text-level functions of these devices may struggle to write with them effectively
(Milton & Tsang, 1993; Tanko, 2004). As students gain knowledge of these signals,
higher writing quality is correlated with stronger language proficiency (Yang & Sun,
2012). Since skills to recognize and write with logical connectives have a strong impact
on student knowledge of text structure, it is also important that instructors be familiar
with how these discourse patterns have been examined by corpus research and qualitative
analysis.
Text Structure
Perhaps the ultimate goal of reading instruction is global comprehension of text at
a sufficiently high level so that students are able to think critically about the contents.
One important factor here is the genre and rhetorical organization of text affects how

readers process and recall the content (Carrell, 1984). One study of college student
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reading found that while they read narrative, they attempted to predict what would come
next. By contrast, in reading essays they anticipated more generally the development of
an argument, and relied more heavily on rhetorical devices and paragraph structure to
indicate where to focus most attention (Olson, Mack & Duffy, 1981). Another study
using newspaper articles, recipes and public transportation information found non-native
speakers’ reading comprehension was much better for familiar text types. (Lopez Alonso
& Sere de Olmos, 1996).
Building awareness of text structure enables better comprehension by L1 and L2
learners (Grabe, 2004). Students who learned strategies to identify such text structures as
cause and effect, comparison and contrast in nonfiction, or story structure in narrative,
improved both comprehension and recall (Carrell, 1984, 1989; Fitzgerald, 1995; Meyer &
Poon, as cited in Grabe, 2004). Visual aids such as graphic organizers, semantic maps,
outlines, hierarchical summaries and tree diagrams also aided in comprehension (Carrell,
1989; Grabe, 2004). These findings only accentuate the need for ESOL learners to
develop knowledge of text structure as a key academic reading skill as early as possible.
Understanding text structure, however, can only occur if students have a fundamental
grasp on many other components of the reading process. Instructors and scholars, in turn,
must have more detailed awareness of how logical connectives operate to structure text.
Discourse Analysis
Both quantitative and qualitative approaches to discourse analysis have
emphasized common patterns or rhetorical structure of text, and shown that the semantic

relationships created by logical connectives play a role in text structure. These devices
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link passages of text to create textual cohesion in discourse (Biber, 1999). Different
kinds of logical connectives and syntactic classes can create semantic relationships
linking various segments of text from local to global levels. The seminal work of
Halliday & Hasan (1976) described “conjunctive relations” as a “highly general
component within the semantic system . . . taking various forms. For example, the same
meaning and relationship can be expressed with “A snowstorm followed the battle” or
“After the battle, there was a snowstorm.” In this way, the verb follow creates the same
semantic relationship as the preposition after (p. 228).
Fairclough (2003) emphasized that the “internal relations” linking words, phrases
or ideas spanning various segments of a text may be expressed semantically with a
variety of grammatical forms (p. 92). Hoey (2001) noted that such signals in text “may
take the form of specialised nouns (e.g. consequence), verbs (e.g. differs), adjectives
(contrasting) and adverbs and prepositional phrases (e.g. therefore, as a result), the last
being enshrined in grammars as 'conjuncts' or 'sentence conjunctions' ” (p. 27). In other
words, many kinds of words may function together to create an organizational structure.
These words are emphasized, primarily as functioning together within paragraphs, in at
least one ESOL reading text (Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2009).
Knowing precisely which words most frequently operate to create semantic
relationships that structure text is critical for instructors and students alike. This is
challenging, however, because a variety of lexical classes may create these relationships.
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Of late, corpus research has attempted to analyze particular logical connectives in terms
of frequency across a variety of genres or registers, including spoken and written.
Corpus-based Discourse Analysis

Corpus research using computer-assisted approaches has enabled a more analytic
mechanism for analyzing linguistic features of text and patterns of discourse (Biber,
2004). Through the voluminous bodies of text collected, it has proven a useful means for
studying the frequency of vocabulary in both spoken and written discourse. Researchers
have analyzed and compared frequencies of words across many types of discourse found
in what they describe as the registers of spoken conversation, lectures, news, fiction and
specific academic disciplines (Biber, et al., 1999; Liu, 2008). Several studies have
analyzed a variety of connective devices, including conjunctions (Roland, 2007; Trebits,
2009), as well as adverbs, adverbial and prepositional phrases (Conrad, 1999).
One important finding for ESOL students is that certain adversative logical
connectives are generally much more frequent in print than speech, fiction, news and
other registers (Biber, et al., 1999; Liu, 2008). The words however and moreover, and the
conjunctions although and while, all of which can express concession, appear far more
frequently in academic prose than in speech. In fact, however is more than ten times as
frequent in academic prose as in speech (Biber, et al., 1999; Liu, 2008). The word but is
most commonly used in speech (Biber, et al., 1999). This may explain why students
acquire words such as but with more ease than logical connectives common in academic
nonfiction. The higher frequency of many logical connectives in academic prose shows
the urgency of helping students understand their meanings.
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Several corpus researchers emphasized linking adverbials as playing the greatest

role in joining various units of discourse. (Biber, et al., 1999; Liu, 2008; Peacock, 2010).
While the Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English, an extensive grammar text,
contained corpus analysis data for many lexical classes, the two latter corpus studies
called for expanding the list of linking adverbials. By consulting major English grammar
books, Liu analyzed 110 to compare frequencies across academic writing, fiction, news,
and spoken English genres in the British National Corpus (2008). This study confirmed
that adversative (concessive was the term used by the study) linking adverbials are more
common in academic prose than other registers. Liu also examined the positions in
sentences (e.g., sentence-initial or medial, with or without a comma) for some adverbials
such as yet, but not for however.
Another study also expanded the list and found differences in use of 46 linking
adverbials across eight disciplines in a corpus of 320 academic research articles (Peacock,
2010). In addition to calculating frequencies, it explored excerpts of text containing the
linking adverbials. Those showing contrast and concession, such as however, instead and
nevertheless, sometimes made claims or persuasive arguments. In addition, the author
noted that linking adverbials also were clustered closely together within paragraphs in
“long and complex sequences” (p. 26). The study also explored dual-function words, e.g.
rather, yet, and alternatively, that serve as linking adverbials only in certain instances,
depending on collocations or positions in sentences. The word similarly, for example,
only functions this way in sentence-initial position. This finding raises questions about
how the sentence positions of other logical connectives may affect text structure. While

the results of the study show notable differences across subject area, this sample of
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research articles may not necessarily apply to academic textbooks.
In all three of these studies, researchers emphasized that the frequencies of these
connectives in various registers are important for ESOL students, and should be reflected
accurately in teaching materials (Biber, et al., 1999; Liu, 2008; Peacock, 2010).
Otherwise, such texts for language learners risk coverage that “is not based on corpus
data and hence lacks accuracy and reliability” (Liu, 2008, p. 491). Conrad (2004) also
suggested that grammar books did not adequately reflect findings of corpus research in
teaching common linking adverbials. Conrad’s study examined how though, the most
frequent linking adverbial in spoken English showing contrast and concession, was
presented in four ESL textbooks. None of four books illustrated how though could be
used in a conciliatory way in spoken disagreement. Three books had no information
explaining linking adverbials used predominantly in speech. One implied that linking
adverbials common to text, e.g., however, and on the other hand, were common in
conversation. This information, she concluded, is misleading for students.
These studies revealed important data regarding linking adverbials, but did not
explore how frequently they structure global or local segments of text. A challenge in
corpus research is the capability to examine smaller samples of text, or analyze the
structural levels of textual links created by logical connectives. Quantitative analysis of a
large corpus means that excerpts included may represent partial portions of the text, and
are not necessarily visible in complete form, particularly because of copyright issues
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(Davies, 2008). This limitation makes it difficult to examine which levels of text—from
sentences to paragraphs or larger sections—are linked with logical connectives.
At least one corpus study did examine links between local and global levels of
text, but with the cohesive pronouns and determiners this and these, not logical

connectives. Gray developed a “taxonomy of antecedent types” (2010, p. 173) in order to
determine those that spanned local or global segments of text. Local discourse referred to
phrases, clauses or text within sentences that did not cross sentence boundaries. The
global discourse included extended preceding discourse—text that could be identified and
spanned sentence boundaries, and overall discourse, related to text as a whole. While this
method worked well for pronouns and determiners, the relationships created with logical
connectives are more complex, since they potentially link ideas on a very broad level.
Qualitative Text Analysis
Frequency and quantitative analysis of logical connectives is useful data in
teaching. However, if performed without examining samples of the text on a closer level,
the computational aspect of corpus research does have some limitations. Fairclough
argued that corpus research focuses on frequencies, what is typical in language use, with
assumptions around the representative nature of corpora selected (2008). Within a large
body of text, there can be considerable variation in structure and use of logical
connectives from one text to another. Fairclough suggested corpus analysis should be
supplemented with more “intensive, detailed” qualitative textual analysis (2003, p. 6).
This labor-intensive analysis cannot be done on large bodies of texts, but rather small
samples of single texts.

Like corpus analysis, qualitative analysis has also emphasized the hierarchical
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nature of text with internal semantic relations on various levels, but with specific
examples on a much smaller scale (Fairclough, 2003; Hoey, 2001; Mann & Thompson,
1988). All three authors analyzed short excerpts from a variety of materials. Hoey
examined the hierarchical nature of a joke, for example, while Mann & Thompson edited
an entire book devoted to using various approaches and perspectives to analyze one fundraising letter. While these qualitative analyses permitted closer examination of the
organizational features of text, few have explored specific structural patterns such as
comparison and contrast, cause and effect, and others referred to in ESOL texts and
literature about text structure.
In two longer books on qualitative text analysis, authors have examined these
patterns more somewhat more closely. Hoey analyzed a contrastive pattern found in a
short 2-paragraph excerpt from a nonfiction text with a religious theme (2001). In more
than a page of analysis, he discussed how the excerpt contrasted public and private values
of Westerners and islanders, by using adversative devices such as instead, but, on the
other hand, and other words signaling contrast: contradiction, and repeated instances of
more, public and private. This analysis of the excerpt from “Good God,” by Jonathan
Clatworthy (as cited by Hoey, pp. 28-29) showed how many types of words from various
lexical classes can overlap to create a contrastive pattern.
For illustrative purposes, Fairclough presented analyses of several individual
paragraphs from published texts to indicate semantic relationships created by various
logical connectives and other words (2003, p. 90). The paragraphs analyzed contained a

mixture words from a variety of lexical classes that created causal, contrastive, and
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temporal semantic relationships. Hence, they were not organized with a specific pattern.
The examples in both of these books shows how such detailed qualitative text analysis,
though time-consuming, can reveal how a variety of lexical classes of words can create
semantic relationships that function together to structure text in various patterns.
The importance of logical connectives in structuring text has been conveyed by
the research and theory described in this chapter and ink ESOL texts. That research has
shown how reading comprehension and writing competently for academic purposes
require strong knowledge of grammar and text structure. Students must learn to recognize
and distinguish a variety of signals or connectives that link parts of text at a local or a
global level. They need to understand relationships between clauses, sentences, within
and between paragraphs. The use of such connectives as signals can guide readers
through sophisticated textual patterns, which may vary from one paragraph to the next.
Discourse analysis from corpus research revealed useful data about logical connectives,
particularly linking adverbials. Qualitative analysis has shown how a variety of lexical
classes of words can function to create semantic relationships in organizing text structure.
The Gap
As discussed above, few studies have focused on how ESOL texts treat logical
connectives as cohesive devices that structure academic text. In Liu’s study of linking
adverbials, he wrote that he had only seen one study comparing corpus research findings
to ESOL grammar texts. ESOL texts in reading and composition may portray an
incomplete picture of how logical connectives are used at various levels. Corpus analysis

has revealed useful data about logical connectives that are more common in academic
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texts than conversation, but has not examined frequency of use at the local or global
levels of expository prose, particularly that of nonfiction secondary or college textbooks.
It is possible that not all linking adverbials create text structure by spanning broad
segments of text. As one study pointed out, the linking adverbials also may appear with
other words that create text structure (Peackock, 2010).
Questions remain about how frequently such devices actually do link larger
sections of text, or simply operate at the local level. The word however may simply join
ideas at the local level, spanning adjacent sentences. Or, it may operate in tandem with
other words to create a pattern of comparison and contrast in a paragraph. On an even
larger scale, it may serve as a transition to show a shift in ideas from one paragraph to the
next, or to structure a longer passage. In addition, conjunctions such as although may
function similarly to linking adverbials in terms of joining ideas that span smaller or
larger segments of text. The positions that these devices appear in sentences and
paragraphs may also influence their function in structuring various levels of text. How
frequently logical connectives are utilized in these ways is an important consideration in
teaching, in ESOL texts and for research.
This study seeks to analyze how adversative logical connectives are actually used
to structure segments of academic prose in excerpts from science and history texts. First
it will explore how ESOL reading and composition texts select and treat adversative
logical connectives. It will compare that treatment with the selection and analysis of
logical connectives in relevant corpus research studies. By analyzing how the logical
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connectives however and although structure text in excerpts from college-level textbooks,
I attempt to answer the following questions.

1) What are the findings of corpus research concerning the frequencies of the
adversative logical connectives, although and however?
2) In a text analysis of excerpts from college-level science and social studies
textbooks, how do the adversative logical connectives however and although structure
various levels of text?
3) To what extent do ESOL instructional texts reflect relevant findings of corpus
research and this analysis of nonfiction academic text?
Conclusion
In this chapter reviewed research on components of the reading process that
interact to produce comprehension of text. I reviewed how the acquisition of L2
vocabulary and grammar affect comprehension at the level of bottom-up processing. I
then explored top-down processing such as identifying the structure and organizational
patterns of academic texts. Then, I investigated the importance of logical connectives in
reading comprehension and composition. Relevant discourse analysis—both corpus
research and qualitative textual analysis—was summarized. Treatment of logical
connectives in ESOL texts was briefly explored. In the next chapter, I will present the
methods of research employed in this study.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

Introduction
This study analyzed and compared how two common adversative devices or
logical connectives, although and however, are used to structure prose in excerpts from
two nonfiction college-level texts. First, the study compared how these adversative
devices are treated in several corpus-based research analyses, and in popular instructional
reading and composition texts used in ESOL courses. These texts and studies were
selected because they had the most complete coverage of logical connectives. The study
explored discrepancies and gaps between those devices given most emphasis in the
selected instructional texts and those determined by the corpus research analyses to be
most frequent in academic prose. The conjunction although and the linking adverbial
however were selected for textual analysis in two excerpts from a history and biology text.
The textual analysis examined the structural patterns of occurrences of these adversative
devices at various local and global levels. It sought to explore how often these logical
connectives link ideas spanning sentences within paragraphs, or serve to structure
paragraphs and larger sections of text in the pattern of comparison and contrast described
in many instructional ESOL texts and other literature. Finally, the results of this text
analysis were compared with findings of selected corpus research analyses and the
treatment of these devices in instructional ESOL texts.

Methods
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This is a qualitative study that expands on several related studies. Qualitative
research is naturalistic, process-oriented and uses unobtrusive observation by someone
who is close to the data (Mackey & Gass, 2005), namely, a teacher who has used and
explored many instructional texts in teaching reading and writing to non-native English
speakers. Although this qualitative study may not be generalizable, it may help develop
explanations about the use of logical connectives that may be useful to scholars,
researchers, and ESOL instructors and text authors.
Few studies have explored how logical connectives such as linking adverbials are
presented in ESOL instructional texts (Liu, 2008). One part of this study was designed to
expand on another by Conrad (2004), which found that treatment of linking adverbials in
ESOL texts was inconsistent with findings of corpus research. Conrad compared four
popular ESOL grammar textbooks’ coverage of linking adverbials of contrast and
concession, and found that only one of them included though. This is a significant
omission since though is one of the most frequent words in English. In addition, the
grammar textbooks did not indicate that though is most common in speech. One of the
texts also recommended use of two contrastive adverbials, on the other hand and however,
in speech, while they are actually more common in print.
For the current study, approximately 20 instructional reading and composition
texts used in high school and college ESOL courses were reviewed. These texts treated
logical connectives in many different ways. Some referred only tangentially to transition
words or conjunctions and included only a page or two, while others had no apparent

mention. Others devoted significant attention to logical connectives. Four texts were
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selected based on the most complete selection of contrastive logical connectives,
including conjunctions, adverbials, and other lexical classes.
Second, the study compared lists of linking adverbials selected and examined
by several corpus-based studies (Biber, et al., 1999; Liu, 2008; Peacock, 2010). Each of
those studies emphasized the role of linking adverbials over subordinate conjunctions in
discourse organization, and selected different linking adverbials to analyze across a
variety of text types, including spoken, fiction, news and academic English. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, other studies have emphasized conjunctions as also
important in text organization and ESOL reading comprehension (Roland, 2007; Trebits,
2009).
Next, this study selected two adversative logical connectives to analyze in text
structure. Because conjunctions have received attention as discourse organizers in other
research (Lenker, 2010; Trebits, 2009) and are emphasized in ESOL texts, this study
sought to compare at least one high-frequency conjunction with however, the linking
adverbial found by these corpus research analyses to be most frequent in academic
nonfiction. Adversative connectives such as those selected have presented difficulties to
students in several research studies (Goldman & Murray, 1997; Pretorius, 2006) and in
my own experience as an instructor.
Finally, a text analysis examined the use of although and however in excerpts
from two college-level academic textbooks. These excerpts were selected electronically
through the Google Books Corpus of 155 million words with an interface designed by a
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professor at Brigham Young University (Davies, 2011). The interface enabled a search
for books based on counts for particular words and topics. Numerous textbooks were

considered to in order to obtain samples of text with many instances of both although and
however. The purpose was to examine rich variation in use of both logical connectives in
linking various segments of text, from local to larger, more global sections.
This method of qualitative, detailed textual analysis focuses on very special
features of texts which cannot easily be studied in a quantitative manner (Fairclough,
2003). The text analysis distinguished instances of the adversative devices that structured
text at various levels, from sentences to paragraphs or adjacent paragraphs. It also
identified instances where the devices structured paragraphs in combination with other
devices used to compare or contrast. Instances were coded according to three positions:
paragraph-initial or final position, where the connective often links ideas between
paragraphs; within the paragraph, where the connective links phrases, clauses or adjacent
sentences. In this way, the study explored how these devices structure sections of text at
a local or more global level.
Procedure and Data Collection
Adversative Logical Connectives in ESOL Texts
More than 20 popular, instructional reading and composition texts used in high
school and college ESOL courses were reviewed to select those with the most complete
coverage of logical connectives. Those selected include More Reading Power
(Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2003), one of a series (2007, 2009), Patterns for College Writing:
A Rhetorical Reader and Guide (Kirszner and Mandell, 2010), which is used primarily
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for regular composition classes but has been used in at least two college ESOL courses.
Writing texts selected were The Longman Academic Writing Series (Oshima & Hogue,
2006), and Developing Composition Skills: Academic Writing and Grammar, 3rd Ed.
(Ruetten & Pavlik, 2012).
All four texts referred to a comparison and contrast pattern, and included

various other common patterns such as time order, and cause and effect. The composition
texts used the terms transition signals (Oshima & Hogue, 2006), or connecting words
(Ruetten & Pavlik, 2012), and emphasized their use in writing essays. The term
transitions was used in the reading and writing text (Kirszner & Mandell, 2010), and the
reading text referred to signal words (Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2004). The latter two texts
included no information about lexical classes of these words. The composition texts
described them in greater detail as transition words or phrases, coordinating or
subordinating conjunctions. One included conjunctive adverbs (Oshima & Hogue, 2006).
Another difference between the texts was instructional methods. Both
composition texts included a variety of exercises on logical connectives, such as
sentence-writing and fill-in-the-blank sentences, as well as writing paragraphs and
various kinds of essays. The other texts did not have short sentence-level illustrations or
exercises. Rather, they both included reading material using the connectives to illustrate
their role in structuring text. Reading Power included a chapter titled, “Identifying
Patterns of Organization,” with many paragraphs—presumably written by the authors
since they are not cited—in which students identify and often underline signal words,
then list corresponding details. The more advanced reading and writing text designed for

a college composition course aimed to teach writing in combination with reading and
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contained longer, published essays which exemplified various patterns.
The list of adversative logical connectives included in the four texts is shown in
Appendix A. The table also shows whether the words appeared in the GSL or AWL high
frequency word lists. All four texts included however and although and many other
adversative linking devices most frequent in English, but differed in their selection of
others. Even some high-frequency connectives found in the GSL, including instead,
rather, still, though and still, did not appear consistently across all four texts. Likewise,
collocated phrases even though, in spite of, and on the contrary did not appear uniformly.
There was also inconsistency across texts with words listed in the AWL, including
conversely, despite, nevertheless, nonetheless, whereas, and the phrase on the contrary.
This supports the findings of Conrad’s 2004 study showing inconsistencies in how
ESOL text portray some of the highest-frequency linking adverbials.
Corpus-based Research on Linking Adverbials
Many corpus research studies were also reviewed to select those that identified
and listed common adversative connectives. Three sources were selected: The Longman
Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber, et al., 1999); and two studies that
expanded upon linking adverbials researched in that text (Liu, 2008; Peacock, 2010). As
discussed in the previous chapter, these studies emphasized how linking adverbials
function as cohesive devices that link various units of discourse.
The adversative linking adverbials selected and analyzed by the selected corpus
research and their frequencies are listed in Appendix B. The word however was the most
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frequent across academic prose, as shown by all three studies. Liu expanded the selection
first considered in the Longman text. Entries in the Longman text included more
approximate frequencies for only the most common linking adverbials. Peacock
separated frequencies for research articles on science and nonscience. Because this
corpus research emphasized the role of linking adverbials in structuring discourse, the
table did not include conjunctions or other lexical categories that instructional texts
emphasized, such as although, but, different, even though, unlike, whereas or while.
Selection of Adversative Logical Connectives
To verify that however and although are more frequent in academic print than in
other genres, a brief corpus analysis was conducted using the publicly available Corpus
of Contemporary American English (COCA), which contains 450 million words from
spoken and written texts, including newspapers, magazines, fiction and academic articles
(Davies, 2008). The academic portion of this corpus contains predominantly research
articles, and little from academic textbooks. Still, academic journals have a similar style.
The frequencies of both adversative connectives were much higher in academic journals
than other genres, as shown in Table 1. Specifically, although was roughly three times as
frequent in academic prose, and however, roughly four times as frequent.
Table 1
Frequency of However and Although in the COCA Corpus (pmw)
Logical Connective
Academic Text
Spoken, magazine, newspaper, fiction
however
897.04
207.86
although
578.93
184.03
Note: Data shown is per million words (pmw), analyzed using COCA.
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In addition, to determine whether either however or although showed a tendency
to appear in particular locations within the paragraph, e.g., in the first, last or an inner
sentence, a random sample of 1,000 entries of each word was scanned by hand to
compare rough percentages. The interface on the corpus web site is not designed to
search for paragraph breaks, or to see complete paragraphs. However, it does present a
full line of text showing a pound (#) sign where paragraph breaks occur. Because the
symbol for a paragraph break may not have appeared if the logical connective was

separated by more than nine words from the paragraph break symbol, the data calculated
here is an estimate. The percentages are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Paragraph Position of However and Although in COCA Samples
Logical connective

Inner sentences

First sentence

Last sentence

Although

99.2%

18.3%

0.8%

However

86.1%

11.2%

2.7%

Note: These percentages are estimates analyzed from 1,000-entry samples from COCA.

The vast majority of instances of both adversative connectives occurred within
paragraphs. Thus, it is worth exploring the question of whether many or most instances
of although than however operate in a more local than global level. Many more instances
of although than the other connective appeared in the first sentences of paragraphs,
perhaps signifying use as a transitional device. This comparison suggested that the two
logical connectives potentially function differently at local or global levels.

Other high-frequency adversative connective devices from the corpus research
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analyses and texts were considered, including yet, still, rather, but, instead, and on the
other hand, but most had lower frequencies, and would have been problematic. For
example, instead is less frequent on the GSL than either device selected. Those with
collocations such as on the other hand could not easily be searched for electronically.
Likewise, searching would have been difficult for others that operate in multiple ways
(yet is an adverb and conjunction, still can be an adjective or verb, rather than functions
as a conjunction, rather is an adverb).
Data Analysis
Texts were selected by scanning the Google Books Corpus (Davies, 2011), by
doing a simultaneous search for both connectives in books about history and biology, to
obtain a rich sample within a single text. To obtain a wider sample of different writing
styles, only texts with multiple authors were considered. The texts selected were
Columbia Guide to African American History since 1939 (Harris & Terborg-Penn, 2008)
and Conservation Biology: Evolution in Action (Carroll & Fox, 2008). Several chapters
were selected by scanning for the highest concentration of each adversative device. More
than 40 instances of however were found in each excerpt. The excerpts consisted of
seven chapters (approximately 45,000 words) from the history text and three chapters
(approximately 21,000 words) from the biology text. The history text excerpt contained
more than 40 instances of although, while the biology text excerpt had more than 20.
To examine for variation in structuring various levels of text, instances of each
device, although and however, were coded according to position in the sentence and

paragraph, and the structural function: to link ideas that spanned sentences within
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paragraphs, or to organize paragraphs or adjacent paragraphs. This study initially
attempted to analyze logical connectives with methods similar to a those of the study by
Gray (2010), who examined when determiners this and these operated on a global level
by linking to extended preceding discourse. The first coding system developed for this
study attempted to distinguish global from local occurrences in a similar manner.
However, defining global occurrences proved difficult with ideas linked by adversative
logical connectives. When one of these adversative terms appears in a sentence or
paragraph, it may or may not reflect an idea mentioned in a previous paragraph or section
of the text. For example, sentences within paragraphs often simply link supporting
details. A sentence at the end of a paragraph may simply operate as a conclusion, rather
than connect to a previously mentioned concept from the text.
Table 3
Structural Function of Adversative Logical Connectives
Sentence Level
Paragraph Level
Adjacent Paragraph Level
Joins clauses or
Helps structure paragraph
Appears in one of two or more
phrases within a
with a pattern of
adjacent paragraphs structured
sentence or between
comparison and contrast,
in a pattern of comparison
adjacent sentences
often in combination
and contrast, often in
but does not affect
with other words used
combination with other words
paragraph structure.
to compare or contrast.
used to compare or contrast.

In addition, the primary goal of this study was to identify instances of
adversative logical connectives that directly structured single or adjacent paragraphs in an
organizational pattern of comparison and contrast, typically in combination with other
words commonly used in this pattern (as described in instructional texts). Although this

possibility does not necessarily consider a larger section of text beyond adjacent
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paragraphs, it is clear-cut and designed to be easily comparable with how paragraph and
essay structure are presented in instructional texts used in ESOL courses. Part of this
effort entailed identifying paragraphs that mixed the pattern of comparison and contrast
with another common organizational pattern such as listing or chronological order, or
cause and effect. This structurally “mixed” pattern is referred to in at least two texts
selected for this study (Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2004; Kirszner & Mandell, 2010). In order
to be consistent and clear, the coding system was further expanded to add additional
categories, as follows.
1) Adjacent Paragraphs (AP): appears in a predominantly compare/contrast structure
in the paragraph and at least one other adjacent paragraph, in combination with
other compare/contrast words. May appear in first (PI) or last sentence (PF) as a
transition, or internal paragraph sentences (PM).
2) Transition (T): serves as a transition between paragraphs but does not affect
paragraph structure
3) Individual Paragraph (IP): helps structure an individual paragraph in a pattern of
comparison and contrast and may appear with other compare/contrast words.
May also appear in first or last sentence of such a paragraph as transition to an
adjacent paragraph that is not in compare/contrast pattern. May appear in first
(PI) or last sentence (PF) as a transition, or internal paragraph sentences (PM).
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4) Mixed Paragraph (MP): The main idea of the paragraph uses a partial pattern of

comparison and contrast, mixed with another organizational pattern such as time
order or cause and effect.
5) Sentence level (SL): signals a contrast between phrases, clauses or adjacent
sentences, but does not affect paragraph structure. For example, the logical
connective contrasts supporting details within a paragraph that may or may not
show a pattern of comparison and contrast.
Instances within paragraphs that did not structure paragraphs were classified as
sentence-level. Typically, these sentences contained supporting details, and the
adversative joined contrasting ideas that spanned clauses, adjacent sentences or in some
cases several sentences within the paragraph. Transitions (T) were also noted within
these categories, as they overlapped. Typically they appeared in the first or last sentence
of a paragraph, but independently of paragraph structure. Some were simply transitions
between paragraphs, while others helped organize paragraphs or contiguous paragraphs.
To avoid this overlap, those coded as transitions in the results included only instances
appearing in paragraphs not structured in a pattern of comparison and contrast.
In addition, instances were coded for their place in the paragraph: in the first
sentence or paragraph-initial (PI), the last sentence or paragraph-final (PF), or any
sentence within the paragraph, or paragraph-medial (PM). Finally, instances were coded
for their position in the sentence, as corpus analysis has also examined trends in sentence
placement: 1) sentence-initial (SI), occurring in the beginning of the first clause; 2)
sentence-medial (SM), occurring in the second clause or part of the sentence. Sentence-
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initial instances sometimes included those where although or however followed one word
but still preceded the main or first clause. Examples of a range of different structural
levels from both ESOL texts and academic texts are presented below.
Examples from Text Excerpts
Following are various examples that illustrate the coding system. The first three

types of coding where a paragraph or adjacent paragraphs were organized to compare and
contrast often used many types of words, not limited to linking adverbials or conjunctions.
Transitions between paragraphs appeared in first or final sentences of paragraphs. To
avoid overlap, those coded as transitions appeared in paragraphs that were not organized
with a pattern of comparison and contrast. Sentence-level instances did not serve to
structure paragraphs.
Adjacent paragraph structure. Sections of adjacent paragraphs appearing in a pattern of
comparison and contrast are not uncommon in essays or sections of nonfiction text.
These structural patterns were very evident in previously published essays reprinted or
adapted in two of the composition texts selected for this study. The overall structure of
the essays followed a pattern of comparison and contrast. An adapted essay comparing
Japan and the United States, written by Neil Harris in 1976 (as cited by Oshima & Hogue,
2006), contained eight paragraphs each structured in a pattern of in a comparison and
contrast, with words such as although, similar, different, opposite, while, whereas, also,
yet, alike, contrast (pp. 112-113). It is unclear how many of these words appeared in the
original essay. The topic sentences used such words as differences, both, and similarity.
The final paragraph concluded: “Japan and the United States: different, yet alike.

Although the two societies differ in many areas . . . they share more than one common
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experience” (p. 112).
Another text had essays with more implied patterns, and fewer adversative
devices. One essay, “Grant and Lee: A Study in Contrasts,” compared Ulysses S. Grant
and Robert E. Lee (Catton, B., as cited by Kirszner & Mandell, 2010, p. 405). In another
essay, “Two Ways to Belong in America,” the author compared herself with her sister as
they adapted to a new country. The words like, however, and instead appeared throughout
the paragraphs and helped show similarities and differences (Mukherjee, B., as cited by
Kirszner & Mandell, 2010, p. 411).
Transitions. Those instances where the contrastive device was used in a transitional
sentence to signal a shift in ideas between paragraphs were coded as transitions (T). For
example, a biology text reviewed but not selected for this study, Biology: Understanding
Life (Alters, 2000), contained one paragraph that classified various types of
macromolecules, and the next began with a transition to show how these classes are built
in a similar way. The transition used a sentence-initial conjunction although to contrast
how macromolecule structure differs, but their building process does not.
“Although these classes of macromolecules are each composed of different
building blocks, the process by which their building blocks are put together is the
same. All except the lipids are polymers, macromolecules that are built by
forming covalent bonds . . .” (Alters, 2000, p. 44)
Individual paragraph structure. One ESOL reading text contained many exercises
instructing students to underline signal words and phrases used in paragraphs structured
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with various patterns, including comparison and contrast (Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2004).

The paragraphs were not cited, and therefore presumably written by the text authors. One
such paragraph is shown below, with italics indicating those words the authors identified
as signal words.
“Astronomy and astrology are similar in some ways, but they differ in a
very important way. In both fields, the experts study planetary motion and
constellations . . . to do their work. However, astronomers study the heavenly
bodies . . . and . . . people have used astronomy to discover more about the
universe. Astrologers, on the other hand, use their knowledge of the heavenly
bodies to advise people . . . This is not a science, but a belief . . .” (p. 138)
This individual paragraph (IP) structure with various contrastive devices
appearing closely together also occurs in academic text. For example, the following
appeared in a medical journal included in the COCA corpus (Davies, 2008). The italics
indicate words that conveyed contrast. As described earlier, this study recorded such
words where they appeared in the same paragraph as however or although.
“To our knowledge, no previous studies provide direct comparison to
ours. However, 2 previous studies found a stronger association between
individual-level SES and mortality in persons in good-to-excellent health than in
those in poor health . . . Alternatively, it is possible that people who were in poor
health and resided in relatively poor neighborhoods . . . (Doubeni, Schootman, &
Schatzkin, 2012)

Sentence level structure. Those instances of however and although which simply
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contrasted ideas spanning phrases, clauses or several sentences, were coded as operating
at the sentence level (SL). For example, the same biology text (Alters, 2000) had a
section describing different types of protozoans that began:
“The animal like protists, or protozoans, obtain their food in diverse ways,
although all are heterotrophic. Protozoans’ food-getting characteristics are
linked to the ways that they move and provide a means by which they can
be grouped. Five major groups of protozoans . . . ” (p. 614)
The instance of although did not serve to structure the paragraph, only to contrast
clauses in the first sentence and introduce the topic of the paragraph. Since it appeared at
the beginning of the section, it was not a transition from a previous paragraph. The
paragraph used, more or less, a classification pattern to describe groups of protozoans.
Verification of Data
A professional colleague served as a peer reviewer to verify the findings of this
analysis. The peer reviewer examined a sample of three chapters of the history text and
independently coded it using the coding system developed.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I described the methods and objectives of the analysis. This study
first compared selection and treatment of adversative logical connectives across corpus
research analyses and instructional texts used primarily for ESOL reading and
composition. After completing this portion of the study, it then selected the adversative
logical connectives however and although and compared their frequencies in the AWL

and GSL word lists and the COCA corpus. A qualitative text analysis examined how
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these adversative logical connectives structured paragraphs and sentences in two collegelevel texts in different disciplines, biology and history.
The next chapter presents the results of this text analysis. The final chapter
discusses implications for teaching, with an emphasis on logical connectives in reading
comprehension and composition. It also considers and suggests ideas for further research
on how logical connectives structure academic text.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

This study analyzed and compared how however and although, two adversative
logical connectives, structured prose from two non-fiction college level texts, The
Columbia Guide to African American History since 1939 (Harris & Terborg-Penn, 2008)
and Conservation Biology: Evolution in Action (Carroll & Fox, 2008). These texts were
selected because they contained a sizable sample of both logical connectives, and the
chapters were written by many different authors, which allowed the use of both however
and although to be randomized, regardless of author style. Before analyzing the texts, the
study compared how various adversative devices were analyzed in several corpus
research analyses, and how they were presented and treated in popular college and
secondary-level ESOL reading and composition texts. Through the collection of these
data, I sought to find the answer to the following questions.
1) What are the findings of corpus research concerning the frequencies of the
adversative logical connectives, although and however?
2) In a text analysis of excerpts from college-level science and social studies
textbooks, how do the adversative logical connectives however and although structure
various levels of text?
3) To what extent do ESOL instructional texts reflect relevant findings of corpus
research and this analysis of nonfiction academic text?
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A coding system was developed to analyze and compare the structural function of
however and although in sentences and paragraphs.

It was challenging to define

occurrences at these levels. The code descriptions were revised initially while examining
to be as clear and objective as possible. A peer reviewer verified the final coding system
by independently examining data for three chapters of the history text. Instances of
however and although were coded separately as shown in Table 4 according to the
structural function and the location in the text, as described earlier in the methodology.
1) structural function and level– adjacent paragraphs (AP), individual paragraphs
(IP), mixed paragraphs (MP) or sentence level instances (SL)
2) location within paragraph – first/initial sentence (PI), mid-paragraph (PM), or final
sentence (PF)
3) position in a sentence – initial (SI) or medial (SM)
Table 4
Coding System for Structural Function of Adversative Logical Connectives
Code
Structural Function
AP
adjacent paragraphs structured in pattern of comparison and contrast
T
transition between paragraphs not in pattern of comparison/ contrast
IP
individual paragraph structured in pattern of comparison and contrast
MP
mixed paragraph structured with mixed patterns
SL
sentence level not affecting paragraph structure

In cases where these connectives served a structural role at the individual
paragraph (IP) level or in adjacent paragraphs (AP), other words used to compare or
contrast within the paragraph or section were also recorded, and are listed in Appendix A.
These findings are included because many ESOL texts teach students to recognize or use
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such words in combination in reading to identify the structural pattern of comparison and

contrast, or to use these words to compose essays with this pattern. As mentioned earlier,
the lexical classes of these words varied in the selected instructional texts, and include
linking adverbials, conjunctions, adverbs, verbs and nouns.
Although this is a qualitative study, it is important to consider and discuss
potential patterns in language variation for both of these contrastive devices. Table 5
shows total instances of however in each text.

Table 5
Structural Function of However in Science and History Text Excerpts
Instances History Text Excerpt
Science Text Excerpt
Level

PI

PM

PF

AP

0

0

0

T

1 SI
3 SM

N/A

Total

PI

PM

PF

0

0

6 SI

1 SI

1 SI
3 SM

8

3 SI
1 SM

N/A

0

1 SI
2 SM

1 SI
3 SM

7

0

5 SI
0 SM

MP

0

1 SI
1 SM

0

2

0

3 SI
1 SM

1 SI

13 SI
6 SM

2 SI
1 SM

Total

7 SI
18 SM
4

30

8

25

0

42

4

34

7
4

IP

SL

Total

1 SI

6

5

6

22

44

Notes: N/A means not applicable, since transitions only occur in first or last sentences.
Excerpts were from Columbia Guide to African American History Since 1939 (Harris &
Terborg-Penn, 2008) and Conservation Biology: Evolution in Action (Carroll & Fox, 2008),
respectively.

The biology text contained more instances of however concentrated in a shorter
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excerpt of three chapters, which had roughly half the word count of the history text
excerpt of seven chapters. It also contained more adjacent paragraphs that used a
however in a contrastive pattern. Still, both texts had more sentence-level instances of
however within paragraphs that did not serve a more global structural function.
Table 6
Structural Functions of Although in Science and History Text Excerpts
Instances History Text Excerpt
Science Text Excerpt
Level

PI

PM

PF

Total

PI

PM

PF

Total

AP

0

0

0

0

1 SI

1 SI

1 SI

3

T

2 SI

N/A

2 SI

4

0

N/A

1 SI

1

IP

3 SI

4 SI
1 SM

0

8

2 SI
0 SM

5 SI
0 SM

1 SI
1 SM

9

MP

1 SI

1 SI

0

2

0

0 SI
1 SM

1 SI
0 SM

2

SL

2 SM

19SI
4SM

2 SI

27

0

6 SI
0 SM

1 SI
1 SM

8

29

4

41

3

13

7

23

Total

8

Notes: N/A means not applicable, since transitions only occur in first or last sentences.
Excerpts were from Columbia Guide to African American History Since 1939 (Harris &
Terborg-Penn, 2008) and Conservation Biology: Evolution in Action (Carroll & Fox, 2008),
respectively.

Table 6 lists instances of although in the excerpts. One notable finding is that this
adversative device appeared much less frequently in the biology excerpt, which had about
half as many words as the history text excerpt. Because these are limited excerpts, not
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random corpus data, this difference could be attributed to the historical genre, the length
of the excerpt, or other factors. Both texts had instances of although that structured
paragraphs in a pattern of comparison contrast, as well as mixed patterns.
Because both of these adversative devices were used in similar ways across both
texts, it is important to examine trends in structural patterns at various levels. As

mentioned earlier, the coding system identified instances of both logical connectives that
structured individual or adjacent paragraphs in a pattern of comparison and contrast. It
also separately classified instances where the adversative devices linked contrasting ideas
between paragraphs (transitions), or between sentences or clauses within paragraphs not
organized in a comparison and contrast pattern.
Adjacent Paragraph Structure
Both texts had several sections containing consecutive paragraphs structured with
a contrastive pattern that used however, although and other contrastive devices. Perhaps
because of the somewhat controversial and political nature of conservation, the biology
text had more such sections than the history text. Both texts described debates. For
example, the science text discussed which factors most influence endangerment and
extinction of species, and the history text chronicled how preferences for the best terms
for blacks evolved over time.
One difficulty in analyzing contrastive paragraph structure, particularly in the
biology text, was the frequent reference to scientific debate within the field. For
example, some sections of the biology text referred repeatedly to scientific “argument,”
using words such as argue, agree, argument, versus, and others, as well as phrases
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typically used to compare or contrast. This may follow what is sometimes referred to as
an argumentation pattern (Kirszner & Mandell, 2010) or argumentative pattern (Oshima
& Hogue, 2006), discussed in two instructional texts selected for this study. However,
this pattern overlaps with the pattern of comparison and contrast, as evident from a lack
of relevant logical connectives in the first text, and a list in the second of signal words
that overlapped with those for a contrastive pattern, for example however.
One section of the biology text began with four paragraphs contrasting points of
view in a scientific debate about which random processes, genetic, environmental, or

demographic, most greatly impact the “population persistence” of a species (Reed, 2008,
p. 25). The chapter described the effects of population size on the viability of species
resulting from factors such as mutation and the environment. It contained many words
and phrases used to comparison and contrast, such as rather, albeit, similar, also, both.
The first paragraph described this debate as “similar to the oftentimes acrimonious debate
over the role of nature versus nurture in human behavior.” It contained two instances of
sentence-initial however, as well as three instances of different, two of difference, same
and also. In the middle of the paragraph, it elaborated:
However, controlling for genetic variation does not mean that genes are
unimportant and do not influence the behavioral trait in question. Or to take a
counterexample, dwarf versions of the Nile crocodile . . . exist in very marginal
habitats. Differences in the size of the crocodiles might be entirely the result of
the fixation of different alleles in the two populations. However, this would not
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render environment unimportant. The reason these different alleles were fixed in

these two populations probably reflects differences in selection. (Reed, p. 25-26)
The second paragraph continued a contrastive pattern, and argued that genetic and
environmental events can’t be separated or proportioned evenly to account for the
extinction of a species. The paragraph used both and between to compare and contrast.
The argument was further elaborated in the third and fourth paragraphs, respectively:
“Those arguing against the importance of genetics point to populations with low genetic
variation . . .” and “Those arguing for the importance of genetics point to the dramatic
recovery of populations” (Reed, p. 26).
A subsequent chapter of the text, Demographics versus Genetics in Conservation
Biology, (Brook, p. 36) further outlined factors that contribute to extinction and had a
two-paragraph section that contrasted threatened and nonthreatened species. The first
paragraph explained that often, circumstances causing population decline are unknown.
“However, a strong signal of genetic problems preceding eventual extinction has been
found. Yet contrary to this expectation . . . ” (Brook, p. 42). Later the paragraph used
comparative grammatical structure, “more extinction-prone,” “lower genetic diversity”,
“lower genetic variation” in citing other research about “both rare and common species.”
The next paragraph did not contain although or however. Still, it further
compared the “the differences in genetic diversity” and used other devices including
lower than, more stressful, larger than, similar, to cite research that compared “effects of
inbreeding” in captivity and in the wild (Brook, p. 43).

One more section had two consecutive paragraphs structured in a pattern of
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comparison and contrast and used both devices. The first paragraph compared the threats
of inbreeding depression to genetic variation and has two sentence-initial instances of
although. “Although the loss of fitness through inbreeding depression is often viewed as
an immediate threat to population persistence, the loss of genetic variation is often
viewed as a long-term threat that limits the evolutionary potential of populations.
Although this dichotomy has some truth to it . . .” (Brook, p. 23).
The next paragraph contained many contrastive devices and compared studies that
showed genetic diversity is correlated with population size. It contained one instance
each of sentence-initial however and although, as well as other words that compare and
contrast: both, whether, rather, greater, counterexample.
The history text excerpt contained fewer sections structured in a pattern of
comparison and contrast. One chapter, Naming Ourselves, used contrastive patterns and
devices in a section spanning several pages that discussed how various terms such as
negroes, blacks and African Americans was debated between various groups and evolved
over time (Terborg-Penn, 2006). One ten-paragraph section contained seven paragraphs,
though not all adjacent, structured primarily in a pattern of comparison and contrast,
mixed with time order.
The first paragraph, not structured to compare or contrast, introduced the
“growing discourse” in the 1970s over the term “African American” (Terborg-Penn, p.
96). The second paragraph described this term as “generic. It refers to the African
continent but not to any specific ethnic or national group.” It used the words but, more,

less, in discussing how this term mostly reminded people of slavery, and did not really
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connect to African roots. The next paragraph used several more contrastive terms and
discussed whether the term “African” was “appropriate” since it “has taken on greater
significance in the United States as a means of identifying those individuals from various
areas of the African continent who were forcibly brought to the United States” (p. 96).
“Martin suggests that the "campaign has been less successful in finding African
roots than reminders of slavery," although scholars such as Sterling Stuckey
would disagree with him. Stuckey and others argue that the disparate people from
the African continent forged a common identity. . .” (p. 97)
The subsequent paragraph mixed time order with contrastive patterns and
described a continuing debate during years when Jesse Jackson campaigned for a
presidential nomination and advocated use of the word black for those born in the country.
It then discussed scientific discussion around race, using many contrastive devices.
They found as much variation within so-called races as between them. Race was
more a social than a scientific construction . . . It was assumed, for example, that
the white race was the most intelligent, followed by the yellow, the red, and the
black. The idea of Aryan or white supremacy received a severe jolt, however,
during the 1930s when Jesse Owens won four gold medals . . . Proponents of
racial classification have sought other ways to explain differences among human
beings-differences that turn out to be more cultural than biological. (TerborgPenn, p. 97)

A subsequent paragraph was not organized in a pattern of comparison and
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contrast, but continued discussing the term African American as a term intended to unify
and dignify people with such cultural heritage. Next, four more paragraphs contrasted
how various classes and age groups of blacks reacted to the idea of changing “racial
designation.” Two consecutives paragraphs outlined, respectively: 1) the response of
“the conservative black elite” and newspapers; 2) conflicted generations of octogenarians,
“middle-aged baby boomers” and “young black college students. This latter paragraph
compared perspectives of various age groups as “African Americans began to live longer”
and different generations were “often in conflict” (pp. 98).
As a transition, the topic sentence of the next paragraph used however midsentence before it segued into the ideas of younger people: “The non-elite younger
generation, however, has set its own pace by using a variety of diverse colloquial words
to describe themselves and their cohort” (p. 98). Like this paragraph, the next two were
not structured in a pattern of comparison and contrast from within, but rather in relation
to one another. The paragraphs described, respectively, the terms and preferences of the
“first-generation immigrants of African descent and their offspring,” and lastly, “other”
African-American immigrants (p. 98). In addition, several words within the paragraphs
accentuated the comparative pattern –like, even as and differences.
Finally, the section concluded with a paragraph that contrasted all of the
preceding discussion with what seemed to become the preferred term. The topic sentence
began: “In times of crisis, however, "black" has been used to unite people of African
ancestry across ethnicity and geography.” The last sentence read, “There has been a
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plural approach to self-description at the beginning of the twenty-first century, and at the
same time a need for group identification during times of social distress, revealing the
ever-shifting nature of "naming ourselves" (p. 99).
What this section illustrates is that an overall pattern of comparison and contrast
can follow in a series of paragraphs, and not always within each. One paragraph, for
example, described the opinion of one group, while the next paragraph explained that of
another. Interspersed between several of these paragraphs were occasional paragraphs
that did not contrast, but rather elaborated and described various points. Throughout this
entire section, there were many contrastive and comparative words and phrases. In
addition, the section illustrates the inherent difficulty of classifying the structural levels
of logical connectives, since two instances in initial transition sentences did not structure
paragraphs. Though coded as transition-level, they functioned on a more global level.
To summarize, both texts had sections of adjacent paragraphs that used however

and although, in combination with other words, structured in a pattern of comparison and
contrast.
Transitions
Most instances of both contrastive devices occurred inside the paragraph as
opposed to in the first or last sentence. Still, there were some evident patterns observed
in paragraph-initial (PI) and paragraph-final (PF) position. Most occurrences were in
sentences that formed transitions between paragraphs. Several appeared in paragraphs or
short sections of adjacent paragraphs structured with a pattern of comparison and contrast.

Instances of however appeared in topic sentences that made transitions from a previous
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paragraph, while although often appeared in topic sentences that simply introduced the
main idea without making a transition. For both devices, the last sentences either made
transitions to a subsequent paragraph or simply helped conclude the paragraph.
Paragraph-initial or final instances that did not serve as transitions are discussed later.
Paragraph-initial (PI) position
Regardless of text structure, instances of in topic sentences invariably marked
transitions from a previous paragraph. This is somewhat obvious, as the device contrasts
a new idea with a previously mentioned one. A paragraph in the science text not
structured in a pattern of comparison and contrast began, “However, newly emerging
molecular genetic technologies will offer unprecedented opportunities for exploring . . .
in ways germane to the theory and practice of conservation biology” (Avise, p. 12).
Instances of although in topic sentences did not always form transitions, even in
sentence-initial position. This is because although is a conjunction with two clauses
containing contrastive ideas not necessarily mentioned previously. In terms of placement
in the sentence, the device only appeared initially, not medially, in both first and last
paragraph transition sentences. It is possible that this sentence-initial position is a simple
coincidence and not a pattern.
As an example, one section of the history text touched on combating racism in the
military, followed by another with a topic sentence beginning, “Although the services
have done well in eliminating overt acts of racism, racial issues-some still unresolved and
some newly emergent-continue to challenge the military” (Moore, 131).
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Paragraph-final (PF) position
There were also transition sentences containing however at the end of some
paragraphs. One paragraph ended, “Most African American leaders, however,
encouraged black men and women to enlist in the military, and win . . .” followed by

another paragraph that began, “An estimated 909,000 African Americans enlisted in the
military . . .” (Moore, p. 122). At the end of a paragraph describing black activist politics,
the last sentence linked to the next paragraph, which introduced Jesse Jackson:
“Although NBIPP [National Black Independent Political Party] turned out to be shortlived, it nevertheless set the stage for Jesse Jackson's historic bid for president in 1984”
(Kelley, p. 110).
Individual Paragraph Structure
In both texts, a good number each device, although and however, helped structure
paragraphs, often in combination with other frequently used adversative or comparative
words and phrases. Those additional words are summarized in Appendix A. As already
mentioned, this study focused primarily on the adversative devices although and however,
but a secondary goal was to examine how they are used together with other words used to
compare or contrast, since several ESOL texts emphasized their use in combination.
One chapter about blacks in the military in the history text had several paragraphs
with a clear pattern of comparison and contrast. For example, one section opened with a
paragraph contrasting how blacks were disproportionately deployed during the Persian
Gulf War. It also used many words and phrases to compare and contrast.
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Although African Americans made up 16.6 percent of the total reserve and active
force . . . they comprised 23.5 percent of the military personnel deployed to the
war zone. Therefore, the number of African Americans deployed was
disproportionately large compared not only to their percentages in the general
population (12.8 percent) but also to their percentages in the military. However,
as sociologist Mark Eitelberg observed, blacks served primarily in support units
and were less likely to experience combat in the Gulf than were their white
counterparts. (Moore, p. 130)

The biology text had many paragraphs organized in a comparative and contrastive
pattern spread throughout the chapters. The introduction of the text opened by
distinguishing the tenets of its field in a very clear contrastive pattern:
Although evolutionary biology as a discipline originated with studies of natural
selection (Darwin, 1859), conservation genetics has primarily been concerned
with genetic variation [and] the genetic consequences of small population
size.

. . as populations decline in size they become more susceptible to

stochastic processes (processes influenced by chance events). Although the
outcome of a stochastic process can be predicted, it cannot, by definition, be
known with certainty. This contrasts with natural selection, . . . a deterministic
process . . . Both deterministic and stochastic processes act simultaneously in real
populations . . .” (Fox & Carroll, p. 2)
The next paragraph further elaborated on stochastic processes’ effects, followed
by a subsequent primarily contrastive paragraph further describing an ongoing debate

about conservation biology. The words and phrases even though, in comparison with,
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although, smaller than, instead and both all appeared in that paragraph.
After the introduction, the first chapter opened by contrasting two varying
definitions of conservation genetics. To separate and offset the two definitions in the
middle of the paragraph, a sentence –initial instance of however appeared, followed by a
sentence beginning “At the other end of the spectrum.” Another sentence-initial however
appeared in the last sentence of the paragraph to make the transition to the next, which
attempted to define a “more useful approach” (Avise, p. 5).
In the history text, some paragraphs had less prominent and obvious contrastive
patterns, but the two devices still served to structure the main idea and appeared with
other contrastive devices. In a chapter about music, one section described blues, jazz
and gospel after World War II (Werner, pp. 172-193). It began with a paragraph that in
the latter sentences compared reaction of blacks and whites to one song.
Although the struggle for legal equality would require . . . legal battles, the
returning black veterans shared unshakeable determination to bring the walls of
segregation tumbling down . . . Lionel Hampton's "Flying Home." Like much
African American music . . . spoke differently to black and white audiences. Even
as the song signaled the end of conflict for most white veterans, their black
counterparts knew that for them, a new battle was just beginning. (p. 174)
A more complex paragraph (p. 103) contrasted the desires of greater equality
from black delegates at a political convention to the state of affairs under Nixon.
“Although they disagreed over ideology – radicals demanded fundamental changes in the
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political and economic system . . . Despite appointing a few African Americans to midlevel federal posts . . . the Nixon administration was hostile to African Americans.”
Mixed Paragraph Structure

Several paragraphs of the history text mixed time order and contrastive structure.
Likewise, the science text relied more on a pattern of cause and effect, often mixed with
contrastive patterns. This makes intuitive sense, as history discourse is inherently
chronological, while scientific discourse entails many causes and effects.
In the science text, one section had a paragraph with many terms describing cause
and effect, followed by another paragraph that mixed a pattern of compare and contrast
with additional terms used to describe cause or effect: effect (two times), consequences,
because, lead to (Reed, p. 23).
Although mechanistically distinct, the population genetic consequences of
inbreeding and drift are similar and can be difficult to separate . . . Authors often
use the term inbreeding for effects of “small population size,” whether this effect
is the result of random genetic drift, nonrandom mating, or a combination of both.
It is important that authors are clear about [the] . . . term of inbreeding, because
different mechanisms may lead to different outcomes or may require different
management solutions. (Reed, p. 23)
In this way, the section compared the results of inbreeding and drift on population
genetics. The next paragraph continued with a somewhat mixed pattern. It began with
the adversative “despite,” and a used a sentence-initial instance of however in mid-

paragraph. But like the last paragraph, it also used terms to describe cause and effect
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such as outcome and cause (p. 23).
In the history text, it was sometimes more challenging to identify a mixed pattern.
Some paragraphs were predominantly in time order, mixed with one or several
contrastive devices but not exhibiting a clear contrastive pattern. This study included in
results only those paragraphs where the patterns were clear in most sentences, with
contrastive words used throughout the paragraph.
One paragraph with a strong contrastive pattern compared discrimination and
repression of African Americans over various eras, before, during and after World War II.
This paragraph began with a sentence-initial instance of although, and had two instances
of sentence-medial however, one in the last sentence. It also used the word despite, as
well as many time words such as during, after, before and various years in chronological
order (Terborg-Penn, p. 92).
Another similar paragraph described the creation of a new movement, the
National Black Feminist Organization (NBFO). It contrasted relevant issues and political
opinions of members and critics in chronological order throughout the early 1970s. The
paragraph contained although, however, less than, different, and argue as well as time
words and years (Kelley, pp. 108-109). A weaker contrastive pattern was evident in a
paragraph that described opportunities for blacks in football in chronological order, while
comparing their progress to that of whites. “Nevertheless, players from black programs
excelled in the NFL . . . However, it took longer for blacks to play quarterback. On the
other hand, few quarterbacks . . .” (Djata, p. 139). Years and time phrases such as “by

the 1980s” were interspersed throughout the lengthy paragraph, making the structure
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more chronological than contrastive.
The science text relied more on a cause-and-effect pattern, which was sometimes
mixed with contrastive structure. For example, in a text box, the author explained the
difference between two types of alleles: “An allele can be either deleterious or beneficial.
However, despite an allele's effects on fitness, it may be effectively neutral because its
eventual loss or fixation is determined solely or primarily by random genetic drift, rather
than by selection. This occurs when s < 1/2Ne . . . If s «1/2Ne, then drift is much stronger
than selection . . .” (Reed, p. 24).
In Brook’s chapter, Demographics versus Genetics in Conservation Biology, one
paragraph about genetics and extinction risk contrasted ways to calculate a formula, but
also showed a pattern of cause and effect. It had one sentence-initial instance of however
and the words same, better, rather than, alternatively, yet. It also used devices to show
cause and effect such as effect, result, results and impact (pp. 46-47).
Sentence Level Structure
In each text, most instances of both contrastive devices —particularly within
paragraphs—did not serve to structure paragraphs or sections of text in a pattern of
comparison and contrast. Those instances simply linked supporting details inside the
paragraph. In a few cases the devices contrasted ideas within a paragraph that may have
extended to preceding or subsequent discourse, but still did not serve to structure the
paragraph. Typical cases connected ideas that spanned at least two or more sentences
within a paragraph. Most occurrences of although were sentence-initial. Instances of
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however occurred in a sentence-medial position more frequently than the other device in
both texts. Essentially, the devices operated at the sentence level in three main ways:
1) Typical occurrences within the paragraph connected or elaborated on
supporting details.

a) In mid-paragraph of the biology text, the author wrote: “For several reasons,
however, caution is indicated . . .” (Avise, p. 8), and then expanded on those
reasons in that paragraph, using a listing order.
b) A mid-paragraph instance of although connected ideas in the early and
latter sentences of a paragraph about the author’s hope to examine how
environmental and genetic factors affect the chance of extinction: “Although
such a goal may be never fully realized, some light may have already been
shed on the topic” (Reed, p. 31).
c) In the history text, one paragraph used two instances of however, along with
the contrastive devices unlike and although (used in the first sentence to
help make a transition from the previous paragraph), but not to structure the
paragraph. One occurrence was sentence-initial, the other sentence-medial,
and both described separate accomplishments of golfers Tiger Woods and
Calvin Peete (Djata, p. 141).
d) In a paragraph about African American participation in soccer, one sentence
detailed contributions of various ethnic groups: “Although Brazilian Edison
‘Pele’ Nascimento has remained the most highly recognized black star,
Afro-Caribbeans have made up teams at black colleges . . .” (Djata, p. 145).

2) Both devices were used at least once in both texts in final sentences to
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conclude the paragraph without making a transition to the next paragraph:
a) In the science text, the last sentence in the paragraph describing research
findings simply summed up the paragraph. “However, what they found
was that inbreeding depression increased significantly” (Avise, p. 10).
b) In the history text, one paragraph about tennis concluded, “Although blacks
have played table tennis in leagues and recreation centers, they have
viewed it merely as a recreational activity” (Djata, p. 146). This final
sentence did not make a connection to the next paragraph, which was
about weightlifting.
3) In only two cases, the history text had instances of although that helped to
introduce a topic in the first sentence, without making a transition from the previous
paragraph. As mentioned above, the other adversative device, however, was not used in
this way. Rather, paragraph-initial instances marked transitions from previous paragraphs.
a) A paragraph in the history text began, “Soccer, called football outside of
the United States, has enjoyed an illustrious history, although American
football has overshadowed it in this country” (Djata, p. 144). Because
football was not discussed previously or subsequently, this sentence simply
introduced soccer by comparing it with a more popular sport.
b) Another paragraph in a different section by the same author began
similarly: “Dating back to the late nineteenth century, motor racing has
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developed into a major sport, although blacks have only slowly adopted it”
(Djata, p. 147).
In all of these examples, both devices played similar roles in simply joining ideas
that spanned clauses or sentences within a paragraph without structuring it or making
transitions to adjacent paragraphs. There were a few instances where the sentence level
was difficult to discern, as the initial methodology was intended to isolate occasions that
linked clauses within a sentence, or several adjacent sentences.
For example, one particular paragraph in the history text mixed causative,

contrastive and chronological organization, with an instance of although that only related
to a supporting detail in the middle of the paragraph. “Although single parent families
(including those run by males) tended to suffer more than two parent families because
they lacked a second wage earner, the structure of the family was not the cause of poverty”
(Kelley, p. 105). Initially the paragraph compared the income gap between whites and
blacks. Later it explored reasons for the income gap changes over time. Hence, the
instance of although was not central to paragraph organization.
Conclusion
In this chapter I presented the results of my data collection. In these text excerpts,
both adversative devices were used to structure text in adjacent and individual paragraphs,
and to link ideas in transitions between paragraphs, or in supporting details within
paragraphs. Hence, they spanned segments of text from the local level of clauses and
sentences to more global levels or sections of text. This finding supports the role of
logical connectives in linking ideas across text, which has received attention in selected
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corpus research analyses and instructional texts. To some degree, it confirms the premise
in selected corpus research that a linking adverbial—however, in this case—may operate
more globally. In this study, however was used more often than although to structure
adjacent paragraphs with a pattern of comparison and contrast, particularly in the science
text and in paragraphs with mixed structural patterns. Despite the fewer instances of
although in these cases, this conjunction is not always restricted to linking clauses or
adjacent sentences at a finite, local level. In these excerpts, both adversative devices
structured individual paragraphs with roughly the same frequency. In addition, some
transitions between paragraphs used although.
Perhaps the most significant finding is that most occurrences of both adversative
devices occurred locally within the inner sentences of paragraphs, and linked supporting
details rather than ideas across more global sections of text. This higher frequency
within paragraphs is consistent with the sample of findings from the COCA corpus,
where only a handful of one thousand entries for each device occurred in first or final
sentences of paragraphs, while the majority appeared within the paragraphs.
In Chapter Five I will discuss my major findings, their implications, and
suggestions for further research. These findings are significant and differ somewhat
from the premises presented in selected corpus research and instructional texts. The
corpus research selected here described linking adverbials as having a more substantial
role than conjunctions in structuring discourse at a larger more global level. The
instructional texts place particular emphasis on the role these words have as transitions
and signal words that structure paragraphs.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

This study compared how adversative logical connective devices are 1) selected
and treated in reading and composition texts used in ESOL courses; 2) analyzed in
relevant corpus research; 3) used to structure academic prose in college-level textbooks.
By exploring these issues, the study sought to answer the following questions.
1) What are the findings of corpus research concerning the frequencies of the
adversative logical connectives, although and however?
2) In a text analysis of excerpts from college-level science and social studies
textbooks, how do the adversative logical connectives however and although structure
various levels of text?
3) To what extent do ESOL instructional texts reflect relevant findings of corpus
research and this analysis of nonfiction academic text?
First, the text analysis determined that the adversative logical connectives
however, a linking adverbial, and although, a conjunction, are used in similar ways to
link various segments of text, from local to more global levels, to create rhetorical
organization. The results of the text analysis lend support to the emphasis selected
corpus research and instructional texts have placed on the role of logical connectives in
shaping discourse.
The four instructional texts selected had many strong points in their treatment of
these devices. The texts included a variety of syntactic categories: nouns, verbs, adverbs,

and conjunctions, and had fairly complete coverage in their selections. Each had
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different types of exercises aimed to help students comprehend and compose academic
text with these devices. However, several texts left out some of the most high-frequent
adversative devices: though, still, despite, and rather on the GSL, and others on the AWL.
None of the texts contained information stating which devices are more common in print.
These findings support the results a study by Conrad (2004) claiming that coverage of
these devices in ESOL texts may not accurately reflect corpus research, and may be
misleading to students.
The selected corpus research provided extremely useful information showing
much higher frequency of several of the devices, including however and although, in
academic prose than in other registers. While the instructional texts included lists of
devices across many syntactic categories, two of the corpus studies emphasized linking
adverbials as much more important than conjunctions in structuring discourse at the
global level (Liu, 2008; Peacock, 2010). However, both studies called for expanding lists
of linking adverbials. This emphasis on linking adverbials contrasts with the finding of
this study that the conjunction although can span ideas across various levels of discourse,
similarly to the linking adverbial however. In addition, the corpus research analyses did
not explore how logical connectives may operate at different structural levels. The
results here showed that many occurrences of the conjunction although and linking
adverbial however simply linked ideas spanning clauses or sentences at local levels.
As the reading and composition texts stressed, these linking devices may serve as
transitions or signals to text structure. In the text analysis, when these devices structured
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paragraphs and sections of text, they often appeared in combination with other cohesive
devices of a variety of lexical classes. Words that frequently occurred together in a
pattern of comparison and contrast included but, despite, different, difference, greater,

less, more, yet, and the words compare and contrast themselves. Thus, many such signal
devices do in fact appear in close proximity to create an overall structural pattern of
comparison and contrast. This confirms the finding of one corpus study that explored
how linking adverbials can appear in complex sequences in various structural patterns
(Peacock, 2010), and of the qualitative text analysis of the two-paragraph nonfiction book
excerpt (Hoey, 2001). Thus, many signal words do in fact appear in close proximity to
create patterns of comparison and contrast. Hence, examples from instructional texts
were not oversimplified by using too many such words to simulate these patterns.
This study also hints that certain patterns may be more prevalent in particular
genres or academic disciplines. Even where a pattern of comparison and contrast was
found in these excerpts, it was sometimes mixed with other patterns. For example,
chronological order was the predominant pattern in the history text, and a pattern of cause
and effect was evident in much of the science text. The pattern of comparison and
contrast was more common in the science text than the history text. In some sections, it
might have been interpreted as an argumentation pattern, as the text frequently referred to
an overall debate, and used words such as argue with instances of however, although, or
other adversative logical connectives. The selected instructional texts did not explore
how certain patterns of organization may depend on the academic discipline. The
persuasive purpose of academic prose, referred to in the corpus research (Biber et al.,
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2009; Peacock, 2010), may be more germane to certain topics, and may have implications
for future directions.
Limitations
The biggest limitation of a qualitative text analysis such as this is the lack of
representative or random data. By using the Google Books Corpus (Davies, 2011) to
select books with many instances of both however and although, the excerpts may have
contained atypical frequencies. While this may have introduced some bias, the effort was
to analyze excerpts showing rich linguistic variation in the use of both adversative logical
connectives. As Conrad suggested, knowledge of this variation is important in language
teaching (2004). In total, the instances of although were smaller than those of however,
which mirrors their frequencies in word lists and corpus research (Biber et al., 1999;
Davies, 2008). The occurrences of both adversative connectives within paragraphs were
also similar to those in COCA corpus samples. As argued earlier, although a corpus
analysis might have produced more representative, random results, it would not have
permitted this level of textual analysis necessary to examine links between larger units of
discourse, nor to locate occurrences that structured paragraphs and adjacent paragraphs.
In addition, this study was limited in its scope of considering global instances of
adversative devices that may have linked more remotely beyond the paragraph level to
previous or subsequent discourse in the text. While Gray’s study successfully achieved
this aim to consider global links with cohesive devices, she did so for pronouns and
determiners (2010). This would have been challenging to do with logical connectives.
For example, the biology text contained many passages throughout the text about debates

in the conservation field. Occasional instances of however or although in the inner
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sentences of paragraphs did not structure the paragraphs, but sometimes reiterated
arguments mentioned elsewhere. Still, these instances were relatively rare, as these
adversative devices often simply linked supporting details of paragraphs. A future text
analysis of a smaller excerpt could examine what portion of adversative logical
connectives link to prior or subsequent discourse in a global manner.
Recommendations for Instruction
The results of this study illustrate the necessity of a gradual approach in teaching
while students gain proficiency in recognizing and using adverbs, conjunctions and other
words that structure text. Because so many instances of the logical connectives analyzed
in this study occurred at predominantly local levels within paragraphs, the findings show
the importance of teaching students the fundamental way adversative devices structure
sentences. Students need initial exposure to the meaning and function of logical
connectives, particularly those more common in print than speech. Before students can
comprehend the semantic relations created by logical connectives in text, even at the
more local level where such connectives are particularly prevalent, they need familiarity
with those more common in print than speech (Biber, et al., 1999; Liu, 2008), which they
may have never heard or encountered.
Students should practice using and comprehending these words in sentence-level
exercises before using them to compose academic prose or identify more global textual
patterns. Teachers can use a range of exercises such as those used in the study by
Pretorius (2006) to measure comprehension at local and global levels: writing

conjunctions or adverbs in blanks, matching sentence fragments or pairs, reordering
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scrambled paragraphs, answering multiple choice and true or false questions. Without
practice identifying semantic links within or between sentences, students risk misusing
these devices in composition, and misunderstanding them in academic prose. This
necessity is reinforced by research showing that students have difficulty with adversative
logical connectives in comprehension (Goldman & Murray, 1992; Ozono, 2003;
Pretorius, 2006) and composition (Milton & Tsang, 1993; Tanko, 2004; Yang & Sun,
2012).
The organization of academic text is quite complex, with frequent mixed patterns
of organization that may encompass a single paragraph or a larger section. Students need
recognize different types of patterns, to be sure. However, teachers and students need to
be forewarned that such patterns are not always consistent in real text. In addition,
teachers must help students understand that the presence of certain “signal words” is not a
surefire way to recognize an organizational pattern. Nor do these words always signal
transitions or structure paragraphs in academic writing.
Suggestions for Instructional Texts
The adversative logical connectives selected—however and although—
commonly occur at local levels, for example in connecting supporting details in a
paragraph that is not structured in a pattern of comparison and contrast. Hence,
understanding at that level is crucial before students can comprehend the relationships
between larger sections of text. Using instructional texts that help ESOL students
recognize and use these patterns in reading and writing is essential. Textbook authors
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could include suggestions of prerequisite knowledge students should have prior to using
the text. If a text has no sentence-level reading and writing activities to introduce
cohesive devices, at a minimum it could include definitions, synonyms, and parts of

speech of such words. Assessments could be included to first uncover student knowledge
about logical connectives. In a real ESOL course, instructors can seldom make safe
assumptions about what students already know when they enroll in a class.
Grammar texts should also include more material about linking adverbials,
conjunctions, and sentence and clause structure. Many grammar texts focus largely on an
exhaustive list of verb tenses (Elbaum, 2005; Foley & Neblett, 1998) and provide little
information about more complex grammar that pertains to discourse structure. Many
exclude relevant information about which logical connectives appear most frequently in
print or speech (Conrad, 2004). The simple reality is that ESOL readers have often not
acquired the level of grammar knowledge of their native English-speaking peers before
beginning to read or compose academic text. Perhaps teaching of cohesive devices in
reading may best accomplished in an integrated, contextual manner by paying particular
attention to the structural relationships created. Learning grammar means not only
mastering rules in a sentence, but in the larger scope of a paragraph or passage.
A pattern of comparison and contrast in the science and history excerpts analyzed
here was present, but not frequent, particularly in sequences of consecutive paragraphs.
Simply looking for signal words is not adequate to identify patterns. Students need
graphic organizers (Carrell, 1989; Grabe, 2004) or some schematic way to discern when
these words are used to structure or organize ideas, as opposed to a sentence. Some
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measure of caution is in order to help students realize that in real nonfiction texts, these
patterns can vary in complexity and consistency.

In addition, reading and composition texts used in ESOL courses should suggest
or include practice activities that rely more on real textbooks. The instructional texts
selected generally included a variety of reading passages on a range of topics. However,
few of the texts explicitly emphasized the types of texts or genres where certain
organizational patterns may be prevalent. While some had material that simulated those
found in real textbooks (Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2004; Oshima & Hogue, 2006), there were
few if any exercises designed to help students think about which organizational patterns
might be most common in science, history, and other common subjects. Instructional
texts should help students gain skills transferable to the demands of challenging, high
school or college-level reading and composition. If excerpts from published textbooks are
not included, ESOL texts could alternatively suggest exercises for students to identify
organizational patterns in other academic texts.
Further Research
Further research could explore structural patterns in nonfiction text in several
ways. First, locating instances of these devices in initial or final sentences of adjacent
paragraphs might identify sections of text with certain organizational patterns. Second,
because most instances of paragraphs with a pattern of comparison and contrast had
many common signal words, perhaps further corpus analysis could locate concentrations
of such words appearing close to linking adverbials. Since a good corpus typically
consists of millions of words, and the author of the present study does not have expertise
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in this area, such a task may not be feasible or realistic. The COCA corpus interface, for
example, limits collation searches to nine words of separation. Thus, collocations
spanning stretches of more than nine words cannot be located. As Fairclough pointed
out, individual text analysis can explore these questions in a more detailed way (2003).
In addition, corpus research could further compare how conjunctions and linking
adverbials link discourse at various levels. Those conjunctions such as although and
while found more frequent in academic nonfiction should be explored. In this study, the
device although served in much the same manner as however in structuring paragraphs,
sections of text, and in transitional sentences between paragraphs. In fact, these two
devices seemed to operate at the structural level in a very similar manner. One study
attempted to explore the use of conjunctions, as well as linking adverbials, in a corpus of
documents from the European Union, but did not list or distinguish the specific devices
(Trebits, 2009).
Further textual analysis could explore patterns that are predominant in certain
academic genres. One somewhat unexpected finding was that organizational patterns are
often mixed, and that texts from certain genres may lean towards certain types of
structural patterns. History texts, for example, may naturally use a predominantly
chronological structure, with connective devices that show time order. Likewise, science
texts are laden with words and phrases that show cause and effect relationships. Further
research could also explore the overlap between the pattern of comparison and contrast
with an argumentation pattern, which was presented in several instructional texts and

mentioned in one corpus study (Peacock, 2010). The findings of that study are supported

by the results of this study, which suggest that certain patterns may be prevalent in text
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depending on the academic discipline. This study also shows that such a predominant
pattern is sometimes mixed with the pattern of comparison and contrast. Hence, further
analysis could consider additional words of other syntactic classes also commonly used
for various organizational patterns.
In addition, because many instances of however and although simply joined
clauses or adjacent sentences within paragraphs, it would be useful if corpus research
further compared frequencies of local and global occurrences. A searchable symbol
indicating paragraph breaks in excerpts could permit corpus analysis of paragraph-initial
or paragraph-final instances of these logical connectives. It is possible that certain logical
connectives and other linking devices more frequently link local ideas spanning a few
sentences than large segments of text. Finally, student proficiency using and
comprehending these adversative devices could be further analyzed. It might be useful to
know, for example, whether students learn to use certain adversative devices in a
particular order related to their frequencies in text.
Plan for Communicating Results
These results will be shared with teachers and professors who are colleagues, as
well as with the larger research community. While completing this study, I interviewed
instructors at various community colleges and universities and I agreed to share the
findings. I also shared preliminary findings with teachers at the school where I work.
During the course of this study, we obtained grant funding to enrich our reading and
instruction with a project aimed at teaching logical connectives. I will also share results
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with researchers and scholars who I contacted with questions during my analysis. I will
include a reference to this study on the COCA web site (Davies, 2008), as it requests of
anyone who uses it. In these ways, I hope the results will help other instructors,
researchers and textbook authors in their endeavors to effectively teach ESOL students.
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APPENDIX A:
Adversative Logical Connectives in Four Instructional Texts
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Table A1
Adversative Logical Connectives in Four Instructional Texts
Connective
although
but
conversely
despite
different
even though
however
in contrast
in spite of
instead
nevertheless
nonetheless
on the contrary
on the other hand
rather
still
though
unlike
whereas
while
yet

Text #1
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Text #2
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Text #3
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Text #4
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

GSL
352
26
327
++
181
+++
636
++++
290
114
251
142
260

AWL
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Notes: Instructional texts included Text #1 (Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2004) Text #2
(Kirszner & Mandell), Text # 3 (Ruetten & Pavlik, 2012), and Text #4 (Ruetten & Pavlik,
2012). Text # 1 also included comparative phrases not listed in other texts such as more
than, less than, earlier than, and later than.

A plus (+) sign signifies presence in the text, and the minus (-) sign means the
word was not included. The fifth column shows the word frequency in the GSL; and the
sixth indicates the presence (+) or absence (-) in the AWL. Frequency rankings were not
available for the AWL at publication. For phrases, multiple plus signs indicate the

presence of each word of the phrase in the GSL. As an example, the phrase in spite of
has three words on the GSL, and appeared in three texts, but not in the first.
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Table B1
Frequency of Adversative Linking Adverbials from Corpus Research
Linking Adverbial
conversely
despite
however
in contrast/ by contrast
in spite of
instead (of)
nevertheless
nonetheless
on the contrary
on the other hand
otherwise
rather
still
though
yet

CR #1
18.99
178.1
1216.62
104.02
29.49
79.47
159.93
24.43
18.08
115.62
135
25.6
3.11
132.88
307.46

CR #2
n/a
n/a
1100
n/a
n/a
n/a
100
n/a
n/a
100
n/a
n/a
n/a
<50
100

CR #3a
CR #3b
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1380
1110
205
219
n/a
n/a
184
170
164
76
included above
n/a
n/a
174
111
122
64
456
305
n/a
n/a
220
139
n/a
n/a

Notes: The columns show frequencies per million words in academic prose from
selected corpus research: CR #1 (Liu, 2008), CR #2 (Biber, et al., 1999); CR #3 analyzed
non-science and science academic research articles, shown in columns CR #3a and CR
#3b respectively (Peacock, 2010). That study showed frequency for both nevertheless
and nonetheless together.
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Common Words Signaling Comparison or Contrast
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Table C1
Common Words in Paragraphs with Pattern of Comparison or Contrast
Both Texts
but
compare
contrast
despite
difference
different
greater
less
more
yet

Science Text
argue/ argument
both
contrary
controversial
debate
rather
same
similar
similarly
versus

History Text
common
equality/ inequality
like/ unlike
oppose
while

Notes: These words appeared at least twice in each text excerpt. Words shown in the
middle and last column appeared at least twice in only one of the excerpts.
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